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IT WAS SAID THAT SEPTEh4BER
llth 2001  had changed the world
forever. A year on,  that change is

far from apparent. American attitudes
have been profoundly affected by the
experience,  though  it is  too  soon to
know whether the change will be lasting
or helpful. Any change beyond that
depends upon a deeper understanding
of what that terrible act of barbarism
signified.  The  exclusive  focus  on
terrorism,  despicable and inexcusable
though terrorism is, is inadequate as an
insight that would,  indeed,  be world-
changing.

The  starting point for clarity about
current, momentous events is the word
`globalization'. The Western World is

creating  a  global  empire,  the  like  of
which  has  never been  seen before  in
the  history  of humanity.  A particular
culture,  which  owes  much to  Greece
and Rome, a good deal to Judaism, more
than it recognises to Islam and most to
Western Christianity, has already made
its presence felt in almost every place
and  every  comer  of the  globe.  It  is
characterised by a particular economic
system,  capitalism,  by  a  particular
political  system,  democracy,  and cer-
tain ethical principles expressed in the
phrase  `human  rights'.  Many  of us
think that those are all fundamentally
good things - though we  have  some
keen  criticisms,  particularly  in  the
economic   area  with   its   rapacity,
environmental indifference and seem-
ingly  essential  selfishness.  We  also
have  questions  about  the  sincerity  of
the West in intending to globalize its
wealth  and  share  the  benefits  fairly
throughout the empire.

What makes this imperialism differ-
ent from previous forms of imperialism
is the communications revolution that
is  part  of its  success.  The  universal-
isation  of travel,  the  globalization  of
trade,  the  opportunity  now  given  to
almost every individual to `know what
is going on'  and lean about what the
West has to offer world wide, all this
means that the imperial army is already
besieging every town and has access to
almost every house.

There   have  been  and  probably
always  will  be  resisters.  These  are
often  religious  groupings  or  groups
who  use  religion  as  an instrument  of
resistance. All over the world there are
minorities who  seek to resist through
dress  and  lifestyle,  often  banning  or
controlling the television and access to
the  media  through  which  the  global
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ANSWERS, PLEASE
revolution floo ds. Religious fundamen-
talism  is  foremost  an  expression  of
resistance to modem Western culture.

What  is  still  an  open  question  is
whether distinctive religious and ethnic
cultures can survive as part of Western
imperialism.  In his latest book, Rabbi
Professor  Jonathan  Sacks  argues  that
they  can,  providing  that  the  cultural
context  is  one  which  respects  diver-
sity. He is, hopefully, right. But several
vital  questions  arise.  There  are  those
who  claim  that  religious  dialogue,
respect  and  mutual  co-operation  are
themselves a product of the revolution
of modemity. They go on to argue that
modem religion is wholly the product
of that revolution  and that  authentic
Christianity,  or Islam,  for instance,  is
incompatible with such a world view.
Or,  that  there  is  no  such  thing  as
Judaism or Christianity, only Judaisms
and  Christianities.  Then  again,  what
limits are there to diversity? Can it and
should it accept different definitions of
human rights, for instance with regard
to  women,  or  should  it  and  could  it
tolerate the undemocratic?

To what extent will those countries,
for instance in South East Asia, which
have eagerly embraced Westemisation
and  are  already  enjoying  its  material
benefits, be able to retain that which is
distinctive and life enhancing in their
our cultures?

Here is the central point. The great
resisters to  globalization by the West
or,  Westemisation,  have  been  the
leaders  of the  Islamic  world  and,  in
particular,  the  Arabs.  For  roughly  a
thousand years, until the middle of the
17th  Centiny,  the  Islamic  world  was
itself the  dominant  imperial  culture,
having  conquered  vast  areas  of the
globe - not just the  Middle-East but
huge swathes of Affica, vast areas of
central  Asia  and  significant  areas  of
the  Indian  subcontinent  and  the  Far
East. To this day the country with the
largest  number  of Muslims  is  Indo-
nesia. For much of that thousand years
Islam  and  Christendom  were  deadly
enemies  and for much  of that period
Islam, not without justification, looked
down on the Christian West with con-
tempt  as  an  inferior  culture  which
offered little except raw materials and
slaves.

The  decline  of the  Islamic  world,
once  focused  on  Persia,  Turkey  and
Egypt,overthelastthreehundredyears
has been dramatic and catastrophic as
far as Arabs  are  concerned.  A recent

report produced for the Uhited Nations
Development Programme by  a  group
of Arab  scholars  reveals  that  the  22
nations of the Arab League now have a
gross  national  product  which  is  less
than  that  of Spain.  If you  strip  out
revenue from oil, it is roughly equiva-
lent to that of Finland.  They observe
that one in five Arabs live on less than
$2 a day; that unemployment is rising
alamingly and that there are desperate
rates  of illiteracy,  especially  amongst
women.  Sardonically  they  add  `the
transfer  of power  through  the  ballot
box is not a common phenomenon'.

Both   the   report   and   Professor
Bemard Lewis in his new book `Wrhat
Went Wrong?' refer to the failure of all
earlier  attempts  at  Westernisation  -
failed  military  reform,  failure  to
industrialize, failures of goverrmental
and  bureaucratic  reform,  failures  of
social  reform.  These  have  left  some
three  hundred  million  people  in  a
desperate  state,  full  of  anger  and
resentment  at  what  has  happened  to
them. The once mighty Islamic empire,
completely   defeated   and   utterly
humiliated by the West, has also been
unable, unlike so much of South East
Asia,  to  learn  and  benefit.  It  now
seethes with rage.

Most Arabs and most Muslims were
utterly appalled by September llth. But
there can be no doubt that September
llth was an expression of the rage that
is the product of the humiliating defeat
of Islam by Christianity, of the Islamic
world  by  Western  globalization,  led
now by America.

This  searing  analysis  leaves  diffi-
cult  questions.  Can  the  `export'  of
capitalism,  democracy  and  human
rights be resisted?  Is it desirable that
it  should be?  Is  it  a human  right to
have that right? Is embracing capital-
ism, democracy and human rights, as
understood by  the  West,  compatible
with retaining  a distinctive,  indepen-
dent culture? Is it possible to have the
best of all worlds?

Terrorism must be opposed because
it  is  utterly  incompatible  with  the
sanctity  of  human  life  and  human
dignity.  But to talk only  of terrorism
and not to  examine  the  roots  of this
particular act of terror which lie  in a
clash between empires, and not to take
seriously  the  implications  of  global
imperialism  is  to  fail  to  address  the
greatest issue of our age. It reinforces
the view that the world has not changed
at all .



Charlotte Hall6

TIIE FIRST Tnm I wAs SENT
to write  an  article  about  the
victim of a terror attack,  I felt

sick to the bottom of my stomach. It was
November 2000, three months into the
second Palestinian uprising,  the Al-
Aqsa Intifada. The stories we had been
writing  about the  sharp  drop-off in
tourism to Israel and the cancellations
of various  intemational  conferences
were already old news. As  a reporter
covering the native  English-speaking
community  in  Israel  -  or  "Anglo-
Saxons" as we are somewhat bizarrely
referred to - it was a matter of time
before such a request came to me. The
growing number of Israeli victims of
suicide bombs and shooting attacks was
bound to  include those  from North
American,  South African, Australian
and British backgrounds.

Even so, when the 25-year-old son
of an American-born couple was shot
dead while guarding a welfare office in
East   Jerusalem,    and   my    editor
instructed me to whte about him, I was
filled with absolute dread. I had grown
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up  in Britain viewing  those  reporters
who  go  banging  on  the  doors  'of
bereaved  families  -  apparently  dis-
regarding  all  reasonable  behaviour to
get their story - as scum of the earth.
Yet, here I was, on the bus to a 7„osfeczv
in the centre of Israel, with the goal of
trying   to   speak  uninvited  to   the
bereaved fully.

How would I enter this S%z.vcz house?
What  would  I  say  to  the  grieving
parents? Being close to such raw grief
can be overwhelming, even when you
are   simply  trying  to   comfolf  the
mourners. How could I possibly bother
them  for  information  for  my  article
when the biggest nightmare of Israeli
parents had come true for them?

I  need  not  have  felt  so  panicked.
Things  work  differently  in  Israel.  To
my surprise, when I arrived at the Lrfez.1/cz
house  and  introduced  myself  as  a
reporter  to  some  women  who  were
making  the  tea,  I  was  not  spat  on  or
pushed out of the door, or even given
disapproving looks. I was given some
basic information and ushered towards
the parents.

The couple, stoic and gentle in their
grief,  answered  my  questions  clearly
and  without  hesitation.  The  father
explained in great detail why they had
given their son an unusual name, and
how this  offered  them  some  comfort
now. The mother searched for a picture
of  her   dead   son  to   print   in  the
newspaper,  which  would  accompany
the article I would write. She picked a
photograph  from his  wedding,  where
he was standing next to his father.

Their   willingness   to   cooperate
surprised, even shocked me. Only when
the piece  was  printed  in the  weekend
paper, and I heard reactions and could
consider it more objectively, did I begin
to understand the dynamics at play.

This couple's son was not the victin
of a  robbery,  nor  was  his  death  the
result of a lover's crime of passion or a
family  feud.   He  was  killed  by  a
Palestinian gunman simply because he
was Israeli. The grief, though felt most
intensely by those who knew and loved
hin, also had national dimensions.

National  mouming  in  the  British
context  provides  us  helpful  com-
parison. I think of the grandeur of the
Queen   Mother's   funeral   and  the
emotional outburst following the death
of Diana,  Princess  of Wales.  In addi-
tion to their royal stauls, these people
were famous. They were moumed by
us because we knew what they looked
like and we knew details of their lives.
Perhaps we admired them.

Until   the   day   this   25-year-old
security  guard  was  shot  dead,  most

Israelis  had  never  heard  of him,  his
family  or even the  mosfeczv where  he
lived.  Leaning  about  his  life  -  his
marriage, his baty daughter, his studies
and his aspirations -allowed those who
did  not  know  him  to  grieve  more
deeply.   We   were   mourning   his
ordinariness  as  much  as  we  were
morning his achievements. We were
identifying with the loss his family felt.
We were fearing our future losses.

This  feeling  of national  mouming
tha,t  saturates  the  country  each  time
there  is  a  terror  attack  is  something
which simply does not exist in Britain.
Most Israelis,  long for the  day when
national   mouming   is   no   longer
required. Yet, in licht of its necessity,
there  is  a  comfort  in  the  sharing  of
grief and pain.

At the end of September, it will be
the second anniversary of the outbreak
of the intifada. I have now lost count of
the  number  of  funerals  and  Sfez.1/cz
houses I have attended while covering
the Anglo-Israeli losses  of this war.  I
no  longer  arrive  with  embarrassment
and awkwardness. Yet my awe at the
ability  of  the  newly  bereaved  to
communicate   intelligibly   with   a
stranger  has  not  diminished  and  I
desperately hope my sensitivity has not
either.  I  have  developed mechanisms
to cope with the strain I feel after such
interviews,       albeit      not       very
sophisticated ones,  such  as  crying  on
the way home and then talking about
it. I work hard to whte accurately and
not to be vulgar or to sensationalise. I
try  to  whte  with  dignity  about  the
deceased,  yet  not  pretend  they  were
flawless  individuals, just  because  of
the horrific way in which they died.

In  sharp  contrast  with  my  initial
expectatious, I have sometimes needed
to   find   delicate   ways   to   bring
conversations with bereaved relatives
to an end. After a tvro hour monologue
fromafather,whosedaughterhadbeen
killed a few days eadier by a suicide
bomber, he asked me if I needed more
material from bin: "We just want the
whole world to  know what a special
girl she was."

Not that I have alwa.ys been made to
feel welcome. Most of the antagonism
I have met has not been because I am a
reporter  invading  tLe  privacy  of
moumers,  but rather because  of the
newspaper  I  work  for.  "Ha'aretz",
identified wh the political  left,  has
been the  focus  of much anger  from
Israelis,becansethe|iapercondnuesto
cover the suffing of Palestinians, as
well as Jews.

As I i]rie this pieee3 news comes in
of another tenor attack The pattern is
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When the farmtlies Of the dead have been informed, their nci,mes wi,ll
be announced on the radio, as will their funeral arrcangemehis.
Their pictures will be in tomorrow's newspapers, with at least a

paragraph or two about their lives.
painfully  familiar.  I  get  a  phone-call
informing me of the news. I switch on
the television and telephone  anyone I
know who might be in the vicinity to
check that they are all right. I speak to
my  colleagues  to  consider  how  we
should cover this attack.

This  time  the  bomber  chose  the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem.  It is
the  first  time  since  the  start  of this
intifada that  a university  campus  has
been successfully targeted. It is another
space in which we will no longer feel
safe. Whether logical or otherwise, this
is  the  effect  of living  with  sustained
terror  -  our  lives  are  increasingly
disrupted,  increasing  abnormal.  And
that is the impact if we are lucky. Those
who  are  unlucky  lose  their  lives  or
carry  permanent  wounds  or  feel  the
pain  of such inexplicable loss  for the
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rest of their lives. As usual after a terror
attack,  once  I  have  checked that  the
people I love are safe, I think of those
who will not receive this confirmation.

For  me,  the  most  shocking  thing
about this particular attack is the target:
university  students.  As  I  write,  the
numbers  of dead and injured are  still
being  counted.  Many  of  those  on
campus during the summer recess  are
foreign    students    on    short-term
programmes  and  new  immigrants
improving  their  Hebrew  before  the
university term begins.

But these days it takes me less time
to  recover  before  I  get  back  to  my
work.  I  arm  not  the  only  one.  Radio
stations, which play pop music, used to
switch  their  playlists  after  such  an
attack  so  that  only  slow,   solemn
Hebrew  songs  were  broadcast.  This

policy  was  abandoned  a  few  months
ago. ``It has to be something really big
before we change the music now," one
presenter told me.

Other mechanisms for marking the
deaths of those who were killed today
remain in place. When the families of
the  dead  have  been  informed,  their
names will be amounced on the radio,
as  will  their  funeral  arrangements.
Their  pictures  will  be  in  tomorrow's
newspapers, with at least a paragraph
or two about their lives, who they have
left behind or why they happened to be
at the site of the attack at that particular
moment.  The  bereaved  relatives  will
be interviewed on television.

It is unusual - although not unheard
of - for families to request no media
coverage of the funeral or to refuse to
be  interviewed.  Most seem willing to
take part in the unspoken ritual which
affords them the attention of the nation
for a minute or two, while they reflect
on  the  lives  of their  loved  ones,  or
spout  their  political  views.  It  is  as
though  the  Israeli  media  not  only
reflects the mouming of the nation, it
has become part of the mouming -and
healing - process.

For new immigrants from the West,
these terror attacks offer an unwelcome
shortcut to real-life Israel. We take the
same  risks  and  have  no  fewer  losses
than native Israelis who have lived on
this land for generations.  Perhaps we
are less prepared, not having grown up
with  such  tension.  Perhaps  we  are
better prepared, having moved here by
and  large  for  ideological reasons  and
with open eyes.

We  are  constantly  haunted  by  the
knowledge that we have chosen to live
•here, that we have chosen to live in a

place where terror attacks are a part of
everyday life. Even if we moved here
in quieter times, we always knew that
the possibility of such danger existed.
But this is of little comfort.

Comfort, for me at least, comes from
working a Jewish week and a Jewish
year - I get Fridays and Saturdays off
and do not have to take amual leave at
Rosh Hashanah.  It comes from living
in Tel Aviv, the ugly but lovable first
Jewish city. It comes from the buzz of
conducting   my   first   interview   in
Hebrew.  And from knowing that I ani
far  from  alone  in  wishing  that  Israeli
journalists had to cover the same kind
of stories as their British counterparts I

CHARLOTTE HALLE g7.ew ap as cz member
of  North  West  Surrey  Synagogue  and  is  a
gradrate of RSY Netzer. She moved to Israel in
March  1999  and  is  a  re;porter  for Ha,'arctz
English  Edition, which  can be  read  on-line  at
www.haaretzdaily.com
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Despite the clain
that Jerusalem

should be
undivided, it is

now truly a
divided ctry, and

the borders are
clear. It is

uninaginable now
that, only two

years ago, Leo
Baeck students

strotled down to
Bethlehem.

Nowadays it seems
so fiar away it

rhighi as well be at
the North Pole.
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MY YEAR AS A STUDENT IN
Israel is  like  a map that has
been tom up and scattered to

thewind.Ipickupapieceandrecognise
a view of the hilltops I watched every
night from my balcony. On the top of
the hill is Gilo and just out of sight the
village of Beit Jalla. There were times
when we did all we could to block out
the sound of shooting and mortar fire.
And there were momings when I lay in
bedat4:30wakenedbytheMuslimcall
to  prayer,  feeling  grateful  for  the
privilege  of being  so  close. Another
fragment  is  the  park  at  Mishkenot
Shean'anim,  overlooking the  old city.
Walkingthereintheaftemoon1sawthe
valley  of Gehinom,  now  deliciously
fertile, full of palestinian/drab children
on horsebhok. The villages poured out
over hilltops rolling away to the east,
as  distant  and inaccessible  as  if an
invisible  force-field lay between us,
electrocuting anyone foolish enough to
approach.  Despite  the  claim  that
Jerusalem should be undivided, it is now
truly a divided city, and the borders are
clear. It is unimaginable now that, only
two  years  ago,  Leo  Baeck  students
strolled down to Bethlehem. Nowadays
it seems so far away it might as well be
at the North Pole.

People  in Jerusalem  cope with the
fear of terrorism by making up internal
safety maps. These maps tell us where
it is safe and where it is unsafe to go.
The s'%o#fr is unsafe. But there was also
a pz.g#cz a terrorist `incident'  at an out
of the way supermarket this year. It is
the   same  with  downtown,  which
.everyone   avoids,  unless  you  just
cannot. Same with the bus station. The
least rationally feared place is the Old
City,   but   virtually   nothing   has
happened   there.    Indeed,    Jewish
students living inside the Old City are
not  allowed  out  of  it,  since  their
teachers  consider  it  by  far  the  safest

place.
Living in Jerusalem means eyeing

everyone with suspicion and thinking
about dying a lot of the time. But it is
impossible to keep up. It is a balance
between being afraid and wanting just
to live.

Other fragments of my map take in
the  wider reality.  The  checkpoints  in
East Jemsalem that regulate and hinder
the  movements  of Palestinian/Arab
residents of the city, all of whom carry
Jerusalem  identiflcation  cards.  The
checkpoint  at  Qalandiyah,  which  lies
between  Jerusalem  and  the  north  is
usually  crowded  with  hundreds  of
Palestinians.  Whenever  I  open  my
mouth to speak about the beauty of this
city, I check myself. In the villages to
the east there are precious few trees, or
even proper streets.  Rubbish piles  up
in the summer heat.  In the village of
Issawiyah, just down the hill from the
Hebrew  University,   a  number  of
falnilies dread the arrival of bulldozers
to knock down their homes which were
built  without  permits.  The  restriction
of new building in East Jerusalem has
made it the city with the largest amount
of so-called green space in the world.

Living  in  this  broken-hearted  city
means living with contradictory truths.
It means coping, or stmggling to cope,
with  attack  after  attack,  with  stupid,
needless, pointless death all the time. It
means knowing  someone who knows
someone who was killed. Or maimed.
It also means coming to understand the
futility  of revenge  attacks,  because
each  move  in  the  constant  violent
retaliation  is  like  a boring,  repetitive
game of chess, with no winners and no
resolution.  It  means  recognising  that
the  political  dimensions  of what  is
happening here are more complex than
you think you know and most of us like
to think we know what's going on.  It

continued on next page
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means coming to terms with the loss of
my  own  liberal  values,  values  with
which I came here but lost somewhere
along   the   way.   It   means   never
mourning properly, and ending up as a
bundle   of  fear,   indifference   and
depression.   This   experience   is   a
silencing  one.  It  is  difficult  to  make
sense of contradictory truths. Before I
came here I bad a pretty clear view of
the political situation. I am now more
aware  of the  complex  interplay  that
keeps both sides from moving towards
a  solution,  and  see  the  engine  that
drives this conflict as being rooted not
only in a failure to find resolution with
the other, but perhaps even more so in
the internal politics of each side.

Yet  the  impulse  to  remain  silent
comes  from  an  even  more  powerful
source.  It  is  the  struggle  between
meaning      and     meaninglessness.
Fundamentalists   have   no   trouble
finding  meaning  in  all  of this.  Both
armed settlers  on remote hilltops  and
organisers  of  suicide  bombing  are
secure  in  the  knowledge  that  God  is
with them. They see the `Situation' as
a test. Their lives are bound up with the
earth.  Perhaps,  behind  closed  doors,
they are plunged into despair, but the
public face resolves to fight on. Those
who are otherwise politically involved,
build  a  scaffold  of different  sets  of
meanings  around  reality.  Yet  the
majority  of the  people  struggle  with
meaninglessness.  There  is  nothing  to
put  between  them  and  their  despair.
They see no firfure, no hope. They are
convinced the other side does not want
peace. They wish they could leave.

At  both  of these  poles  there  is  a
shifting  of reapousibility  to  someone
else, be  it God or the Palestinians  or
the Israelis. hdeed, here in the Middle
East,  pointing the  finger of blame  is
raised to the level of an art form. Yet
this shifting of reapousibility leaves all
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of us ultimately powerless. The act of
blaming  the  Other,  be  this  the  other
side, or the ultimate Other,  opens the
door to the endless perpetuation of this
conflict. I am not saying that we should
unilaterally assume responsibility, but
that responsibility must take  its place
in the  creation of authentic  meaning.
Part  of  that  responsibility  means
coming to know something about the
other side, yet the outcome of fear here
is  living  in  ignorance.  Since  we  see
only fragments of the picture or dwell
in  torn  pieces   of  the   map,   both
geographically  and  emotionally,  we
simply camot grasp what is going on.
Most people, in the east or the west of
this city, have simply no idea about the
other  half,  or  more  accurately,  third
and two thirds. Any meanings we malke
up are fragmentary and partial.

Just where is there evidence of God
in this city? For most of the year I have
felt surrounded by echoing silence.

But although I have said that there is
a need to make meaning in all of this, a
meaning centred on the consequences
of human actions and not a distortion
of the concept of divine will, there is
also   a  need  to   acknowledge   real
meaninglessness. There is no meaning
in a kid who blows himself up. There is
no  meaning  in  the  seven  university
students, dead because they ate in that
canteen  on  that  day.  There  is  no
meaning to the thousands  of limbless
injured. For the hundreds of thousands
living in terror and under curfew. The
spiralling poverty. There is only waste.

What I hope  for is  an.inversion of
meaning  and  meaninglessness.  This
conflict means nothing about God.  It
means  nothing  about  the  sacredness
of land  or history.  I  hope  for  a time
when each side will take responsibil-
ity, both intemally and with respect to
the other. When both sides will reject
the meaningless of death over the dif-
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ficult, messy, painful task of leaming
somehow to live together on this piece
of land.

Why  am  I  still  here?  Despite  its
horrible, messy contradictions I fell in
love with this place. With the people,
the stones, the air and the trees.  With
the  slanting  of the  light  on  a Friday
afternoon.    With    the    surprising
gentleness  one  meets  in people  here.
With  warm  and  inspiring  teachers.
With the sitting up late into the night
arguing  theology  with  my  peers.
Because here in Jerusalem there beats
a  warm  heart,  underneath  the  power
struggle for holy space, the monuments
crammed up against each other and the
people   crammed   up   against   the
monuments.  Underneath  the  fighting
and the anxiety which, on all sides, is
fuelled, I believe, by the justifiable fear
of annihilation is a warm heart beating.
I have met this heart where people read
our texts with gentleness and passion.
It is a heart that beats for the suffering
here.

Being here is worth something. It is
not just foolishness. It is about seeing
things through at a hard time in history,
in a place where there is plenty to lean.
It  is  about  strnggling with  one's  fear
and prejudice.  It is  about  leaning to
walk the thin line between terror and
caution. It is about valuing laughter in
a city where everyone is depressed. It
is knowing I carmot do much and that,
all in all, the life of a rabbinical student
here  is  a  pretty  privileged  one.  It's
about dealing with the very worst of
human emotions, despair, disaffection,
the  desire  for  revenge,  in  myself.
Mostly   it   is   about  realising   that
although  Judaism  and  Jerusalem  are
places  in  which  I  live,  they  do  not
belong only to me I
SHULAMIT ArmALU feczs/.ctsf co77.p/efed ffee
third year Of the rabbivic progrcanme at the Leo
Baeck College.
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HOW OSKAR SCHINDLER
SAVED MY GRANDMOTHER

Chani Smith

MY OLDER SISTER WAS
born   during   the   Second
World War.  She was named

`Shlomit',mymothersaid,because`we

did not know who was alive and who
was dead, so we expressed our wish for
peace'.  By the time my brother and I

were born, it was known that all four
ofourgrandparentsweredead,andwith
them died six of our uncles and aunts,
as well as cousins and other relatives.
So my brother and I were named Meir
and    Chana,    after   our   paternal
grandparents.  My  name  carries the
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memory of both my grandmother and
my aunt Chana, my mother's younger
sister, who died aged fourteen.

I knew very little  about the finily
that perished in the holocaust.  If they
were  ever  referred  to,  it  was  always
accompanied  by  the  Hebrew  word
`73z.spz4 ' , which literally means `came to

an  end'.  It  was  accompanied  with  a
sigh of pain, and I knew not to ask too
many questions.

I   wanted   to   know   about   my
grandmother Chana, and the little that I
leamed was  very  lovely.  I heard that
she was  `special',  `unique'.  I was told
of her enormous kindness and charity.
Once a beggar came to the house and
she  gave  him  a  new  shirt.  When
challenged by the rest of the family she
replied:   `the  poor  man  never  gets
anything new. ' I knew that she was the
granddaughter of a Rabbi, and that she
studied Hebrew and Talmud with her
brothers, taught by a private tutor. She,
in turn, hired a Hebrew teacher for her
own children and used to address them
in Hebrew every  Shabbat.  In fact she
sounded  so  good  that  I  could  not
imagine ever becoming as good as that.
With some relief I heard a story which
revealed a stem side of her. My father
remembered that she wanted to teach
her children not to throw away food, so
when they did not eat their food, they
were  given  it  at  the  next  meal,  and
were not offered anything else till they
finished it.

My  grandparents  Chana  and  Meir,
together with their grown up children,
lived in Krakow at the beginning of the
war, and had to move to the ghetto and
later  on  to  Plaszow,  a  forced  labour
camp  near  Krakow.  h  Plaszow,  my
grandfather,  uncle  and  aunt  were
murdered, when Miller, the camp com-
mander, shot them in cold blood after
my aunt touched the commander's dog
to   defend   her   husband   from   its
ferocious  attack  on  bin.  My  grand-
mother and remaining two aunts were
waned  that  the   commander  had
ordered that they too should be brought
to  him.  They  hid  and  were  spared  a
similar fate. Later they found refuge in
Oskar  Schindler's  factory,  Emalia.
When  the  camp  in  Plaszow  was  dis-
mantled,  the  three  of  them  were
transferred,  via  Auschwitz,  to  Brun-
nlitz, in Moravia, where Schindler set
up his new factory. My aunts survived
the  war  thanks  to  Schindler.  But  my
grandmother died from a heart attack
while   working   for   Schindler   in
Brunnlitz.  I  was  told  that  my  grand-
mother  was  buried  with  full  Jewish
ceremony, but that the grave was not
marked  and  therefore  no  one  knew
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where it was. I was troubled by the fact
that her grave was not cared for, nor
visited,  but  also  knew  that  she  was
`lucky'  to have been properly buried.

There  are  no  graves  for  the  other
victims in our filly.

My  two  aunts  later  migrated  to
Israel.  Before  that they  went back to

Robin O'Neil and Chani Smith

Krakow, dug up a few family treasures
which they had buried under a certain
tree  near their home prior to  leaving
for the ghetto. I have a Hanukkiah, an
Etrog box and a necklace, passed on to
me  from  these  treasures.  How  many
more treasured objects are still buried
under Europe' s trees?

I loved my aunts very much.  They
were different from one another. Mala,
the  oldest  sister  was  witty,  elegant,
noble  and  kind.  Ala  was  generous,
motherly, artistic and moody. Both of
them,  as well as my father, who was
their  beloved  younger  brother,  were
blessed with a great sense of humour. I
often tried to  create  a  picture  in  my
mind  of the  home  they  shared  as
children. I thought that they must have
had special parents, because they had
brought  up  such  loving  people,  who
were  so  good  and  decent,  and  were
such good company to each other and
to everyone else.

I remember walking down Dizengof
Street in the late 50s, with my father.
We  had  to  stop  and  say  `Hello'  to
someone every two minutes. My father
explained to me that if it were not an
acquaintance  of his,  than  it  must  be
one  of his  brothers'  or  sisters'  many
friends from Krckow. They were a very
open, sociable lot, the Hofstatters.

I was told that my aunts  could not
have children after the war and knew
that  my  siblings  and  I  were  very
important to them. Twice a year, before
Rosh Hashanah and Pesach, my father
would  get my  sister,  brother  and me
into  the  car for  a round trip  to  wish
`C7!czg  Sczme¢cfe'  to  all  our  relatives.

Most of them were childless, some of
them had lost a child in the war or in
other  tragic  circumstances,  and  we

were to take the role of children to the
whole  emaciated  family.  My  sister,
brother and I took it in turn to be the
last   in  the   `Cfeczg  S¢me¢cfe'   line,
knowing  that  the  first  one  would be
drowned in kisses . . .

When  I  began  leaning  at  school
about the holocaust, I asked my aunts
how  they  survived  and  they  told me
about  Schindler  and  his  wife  Emilie,
who  gave  them  shelter and  fed them
during the war.  Schindler used to visit
Israel  a  lot  in  those  years,  though  I
never met him.

When  Thomas  Keneally  published
the book `Schindler's Ark' in 1982, the
extraordinary  story  of  Schindler's
stand during the war became known. It
was  only  then  that  I  realised  how
unusual a story it was and how many
risks Schindler had taken to rescue `his
Jews'.

In the book, Keneally describes the
death  of my  grandmother.  He  writes
that Schindler actually bought a plot of
land next to the Catholic cemetery in a
nearby  village   especially  for  her
funeral and arranged a proper Jewish
burial for her in spite of the orders of
the camp commander. I was amazed to
read this and asked my aunt Mala about
it.  She  repeated  what  she  told  me
before,  that  while  the  name  of the
village is known, no one knew where
the  grave  was,  because  no  stone  was
erected.  In  fact,  when  Mala  and Ala
returned to Krakow after the war, they
put    a    memorial    stone    for    my
grandparents in the Krakow cemetery,
in lieu of a gravestone.

My  aunt  Mala  died  peacefully,  in
March this year, aged 98, while I held
her hand in a hospital in Israel. I was
sad on many levels, but in particular I
felt that I had lost the last link to the
family  history.  Even  during  my  last
visit before her death I was  quizzing
her about my grandmother. Again she
told me how kind she was, what a good
mother, how `special' . . . I felt sad that I
would no longer be able to hear Mala
talk about my beloved, late father, her
brother.  At the  same time  I was  glad
that she was so clear - minded to the
end, did not suffer much and was able
to  act  with  kindness  towards  others
even as she was becoming frailer. This,
for her, was the most inportant thing.
She was in a home, where most of the
residents were younger than  she was.
But she said to me: `As long as I get up
in the moming and can still help other
people, I am thankful'.

Three weeks after her death,  I was
attending   a   faculty   dinner   at   a
restaurant  with  other  students  from

corulnued on next page
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UCL  `s  department  of Hebrew  and
Jewish  studies.  I was  sitting  opposite
an  Irish  man,  Robin  O'Neil,  who  is
writing  a  PhD  about  Polish  Jews.  I
introduced myself jokingly as a Polish
Jew, and went on to tell him about my
`Polish'  aunt who  had recently  died.

When we  talked  further,  he  told  me
that his  M.A.  dissertation was  about
Schindler, and so I told him about my
family. I said how sad I was to know
that  my  grandmother  was  buried  in
some  unknown  place  in  the  Czech
Republic,  without being  able to  visit
her  grave.  At  that  Robin  exclaimed:
`But  I  know  where  she  is  buried,  I

visited the cemetery! ' I felt as though
a stone, which I had carried in my heart
all  my  life,  was  breaking  into  small
pieces. I felt hot and light headed - the
alcohol had probably something to do
with  it  too  -  but  at  the  same  time,
totally focused. And on the spot I said
to hin that I knew exactly what I was
going to do. I was going to visit Bela
Nad Svitavou (the name of the Czech
village where she is buried) and place a
memorial  stone.  in  the  section  of the

dead on arrival  at Brunnlitz  a month
after my grandmother's death.  (There
are no gravestones or mention of any
of the Jewish victins buried there. But,
in 1994 a small plaque was fixed to one
of  the  cemetery's  walls  with  the
general inscription:  `In memory of the
Jewish  victims  of WW2').  The  most
important   document   for  me   was
Itzchak  Stem's  testinony.  Stem  was
the man who helped Schindler nm the
factory in Brunditz.

His   testimony,   given   to   `Yad
Vashem' in  1962, reads:

"You remember that I\drs. Hofstatter

passed  away.  Commander  Leopold
ordered  the  body  to  be  cremated  in
KasseThaus.  I tuned to  Schindler.  He
did   not   hesitate   at   all,   arranged
everything to give her a Jewish burial,
in spite of the fact that it involved great
danger.  In spite of it being a Sunday,
he rode to the nearby village, and with
great effort, due to his personal charm
and  much  money,  he  succeeded  in
persuading   the   local   priest   and
committee  to  sell  him  a  parcel  of
ground in the  Christian cemetery.  He

The women's barracks at Brurmlitz, Moravia.

cemetery  that  Schindler  had  bought.
Unfortunately  no   one   knows   the
precise spot where she was interred.

Robin kindly let me borrow his M.A.
dissertation,  which  contains  a  lot  of
information  that  I  did  not  know.  He
also showed me a photograph that he
took  of  the  Jewish  section  of  the
cemetery.  The  cemetery  was  used
again to bury victims from a transport
from the camp in Golleschau who were
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fenced  it  in  and  founded  a  symbolic
Jewish   cemetery   for   one   Jewish
woman who had died a natural death.
That day, a Jewish burial service took
place,  and  Rabbi  Levertov  with  ten
Jews officiated, with all the traditional
prayers,  and  this  was  done  to  the
specific   orders   of  Schindler.   He
ordered  a  coffin to  be  prepared  from
the most expensive wood, put a metal
board  inside  it  with  all  her  details

inscribed on it. This was the only case
in  conquered  Europe  when  a  Jewish
cemetery was formed. One of the S.S.
Sergeants from the camp, took care of
the cemetery, with flowers and plants,
for a special fee from  Schindler.  Is it
necessary   to   emphasise   that   he
endangered hinself by all this? It was
a very heroic deed."

I was in tears when I finished reading
this  testimony.   Since  then,  I  have
arranged  for  a  gravestone   to   be
prepared in Prague. Luckily my mother
had a photograph of the memorial stone
placed in Krakow, so I could ascertain
my  grandmother's  date  of birth  and
death. My sister and brother joined me
in  thinking  up   a   fitting   Hebrew
inscription for the stone. We wanted to
honour her blessed memory as well as
Oskar Schindler's. It reads:

h this cemetery lies
The righteous woman
CIIANA HOFSTIT:rTER z"L
12.121878-24.121944
She strctched out her hand to the poor
and her house she opened wide
T.N.Z.V.A
qifay her soul be bound in the bundle
oflif;e)
And may Oskar Schindler, who in his
kindness bought this land f;or Jewish
burial, be remembered f;or good.
Many  good  angels  have  come  my

way  so  far.  First  was  Robin  O'Neil.
Then  came  Sylvie  Wittmann  from
Prague  who  arranged  the  stone.  She
will  accompany  my  daughter  Alma
and myself when we go there and will
help   us   communicate  with  local
people. Radoslav Fikejz, the historian
from  the  Svitavy  Museum  has  been
advising  me  through  emails   and
sending  me  photographs  of the  site.
David  Jacobs,  the  genealogist  and
Reform  Movement  officer  lent  me  a
book about tombstones in Bohemia and
Moravia.

As  I  was  arranging  this  trip  from
London by  a  `remote  control',  I  was
overcome  by  a  sense  of sorrow,  that
now there was no one who knew her
and  could  tell  me  about  her.  How
much  I  have  missed.  David  Jacobs
encouraged me  to  go  on  looking  for
information so I phoned my uncle Pen,
who  lives  in Munich,  is  aged 90  but
has a mind of a 20 year old. He was my
father's cousin, though his family lived
in Vienna. He said that he didn't really
know my grandparents. But he told me
to contact his younger sister, my aunt
Mady   in   Lausanne   and   she   has
wonderful  memories;  she  spent  two
summers  in my  grandparents'  house.
`Your  grandmother  was  so  good,  so

generous,  so  sweet,  I  loved  her  so
much,  everyone  loved  her  so  much,
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she was the kindest person I have ever
met in my whole life. I can just see her
face  in front of me as we  speak.  She
would  give  everything  she  could  to
help people.  Even among the beggars
in Krakow she had a good name.  She
had `regulars' who would come to the
shop  every  Friday.  They  knew  she'd
give  them  cash.  She  was  really  too
honest to be a business - woman, but
she was the heart and soul of the shop,
a drugstore, and people loved coming
to buy.  Once, when I was helping her
in the  shop,  a wealthy woman  came.
She saw me. My skin was very good in
those  days  and  the  lady  noticed  and
asked your grandmother:  "What kind
of cream  do  you  give  her?"  I  pulled
your grandmother's shirt and indicated
to  her to point at the most expensive
cream    in    the    shop.    But    your
grandmother  laughed  and  said:  "my
niece is so beautiful that she does not
need    any   cream!"    I    asked   her
afterwards  why  she  did  not  use  the

opportunity  to  sell  the  expensive
merchandise.  She  said  she  could  not
lie...'

I  listened  and  listened.  `lh7hat  was
the  colour of her hair?'  The photos  I
have  are black and white.  Mady told
me that it was blond-ish, but she may
have put something in it to lighten it,
because she gave Mady something for
her hair. Blond! We are all dark brown
in our family - I feel a silly pride that
we  managed  to  produce  a  blond...
`And    now    tell    me    about    my

grandfather...'
I  dream  about  my  grandparents.  I

think about the whole family that my
parents left behind when they came as
pioneers to Israel in the mid 30's, the
only members  of their families to  do
so.  They have  died,  but they  did not
`#z.spcj' -come  to  an  end.  I  am just

beginning to have a relationship with
my lovely grandmother. I will visit her
resting-place with my daughter Alma.
We will place a large stone with great
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love  and respect.  We  will  consecrate
the stone with prayers and songs. I am
told that Schindier is not respected in
the Czech Republic.  After decades  of
Communist  brain   washing,   he   is
viewed  as   a  Nazi- collaborator,   a
swindler,  and  a womaniser.  True.  He
was all that, but by the end of the war
he  spent  all  the  money  the  Jews
initially  paid  him,  to  buy  them  food
and  medicine  illegally.  He  used  the
spying network that he had set up for
the Nazi party before the war, to get his
way  with  officials  and  save  as  many
Jews   as   he   could.   He   gave   my
grandmother and the rest of the Jews in
camp honour when he purchased land
for a Jewish burial ground. His memory
deserves to be blessed too I

CHiLNI  SM:ITH  Of Edgware  and  District
Reform Synagogue was born in Israel. She is a
musician   and   a   PhD   student   of  Jewish
Mysticism.
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Dr Cloude Montefiore Lily Mohiagu

THE "NEW" JUDAISM

Rosita Rosenberg

Liberal Judaism in Britain, embodied in the Union of Liberal
and Progressive Synagogues, is celebrating its first hundred

years this year. MANNA asked Rosita Rosenberg, former
Director of the ULPS, to provide us with a mid term report.

"When   the   Rev   Simeon   Singer

ascended    the    pulpit,    a    mixed
congregaton Of some three or four
handred ladies  and gentlemen faced
him.  A stranger entering the stately
apartment ivighi have been excused if
he failed to recogn:ise ti.at he was in
thenddstofaJewishcongregedon.'I'he
Hebrew  tongue  had receded into  a
place Of ininor inportance. Chazanut,
with all of medieval and latter-day
Judaism that is inter-twined with it,
was banished from the scene. Ewen a
Sepher Torch was  conspicuous by its
absence. A service without  an Ark,
without  a  Cantor,  almost without
Hebrew I. ''

THIS      UNFLATTERING
description     of    the     first
service  of the  newly  formed

organisation,  The  Jewish  Religious
Union,  held  on  October  18th  1902,
appeared in The J;ewish Chronicle the
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following week.  For many dedicated
and forward thinking Jews, this style of
service was refreshingly welcome and
inspiring.   For   some,   it   was   the
culmination    of   much    planning
following the official foundation of the
JRU   at   a  meeting   eight  months
previously.  The catalyst was  a young
woman in her twenties - Lily Montagu.
Deeply religious and dedicated, she had
set a unique chain of events in train by
her article  ``The  Spiritual Possibilities
of Judaism Today"  in  "The  Jewish
Quarterly Review" in 1899. Following
its publication, she had sought the views
and backing of a sizeable proportion of
theAnglo-Jewisharistocracyoftheday,
as well as of many prominent Jewish
leaders, both lay and ministerial. All
were concerned that current Orthodox
services were unattractive, over-lengthy
and lacking in beauty and spirituality.
As a result, many Jews were drifting

away from Judaism.  Lily Montagu's
supporters  included three  Orthodox
ministers - the  Rev A. A.  Green  of
Hampstead, the Rev J.F.  Stem of East
London and - most notably - her own
religious  mentor,  the  Rev  Simeon
SingeroftheNewWestEndSynagogue
and editor of the Anglo Jewish prayer
book popularly named after him. Two
Jewish scholars, Dr Claude Montefiore
and Dr Israel Abrahams also supported
her ideas as did the Rev. MOITis Joseph
of the West London Synagogue, at that
time  a congregation of conservative
inclination. The founders of the JRU
were, indeed, an impressive group.

There was, initially, no intention to
form  a  new  synagogue  organisation,
but  rather  to  supplement  existing
services  with  others  where  men  and
women could sit together, where there
was  instrumental  music,  and  where
many prayers and hymns would be said
and  sung  in  English.  In  the  early
months  of the  JRU,  the  committee
sought to hold services on a Saturday
afternoon in a United synagogue. Their
plan  was  firmly  rejected  by  Chief
Rabbi Dr Herman Adler. He wrote to
the  JRU  on  30th  March  1902,  after
receiving a deputation from it five days
earlier:

"I  am  bound  to  say  ...  that  the

services you propose holding, lacking
astheywillesse:n:tialficatresOfJewish
public worship,  are not  calculated to
win indifferendsts  to  a more  Jewish
life ....  drastic  imovarfu]ns  will  not
corrvert    abstainers    into    regular
worshippers. Novelties  sobn lose their
attractiveness."

How wrong he was. What he temed
"novelties" were to sustain and bring
in new adherents to the JRU which was
to  became  the  Union  of Liberal  and
Progressive  Synagogues  -  still  flour-
ishing one century on.

His  refusal to  allow the  new  style
services  to  be  held  in  an  Orthodox
Synagogue was mirrored the following
year when, following overtures by the
West London Synagogue, the possibil-
ity of the JRU holding its services there
was considered. But the conditions laid
down by the council of West London
were unacceptable. These included the
requirement  that  men  and  women
should sit separately, as was the norm
then  at  West  London  and  that  West
London's council should have author-
ity over the content of the service. A
little more tolerance by either Dr Adler
or  the  Council  of the  West  London
Synagogue and there might never have
been a ULPS.

By  1909, with the publication of a
manifesto as well as of a pamphlet by
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Claude   Montefiore,   "The   Jewish
Religious Union, its principles and its
future",  the  stage  was  set  for  the
foundation  of  the  Liberal  Jewish
Synagogue. One hundred years later, it
is  useful  to  reflect  how  much  has
remained  the  same,  how  much  has
changed,  whether  the  British  Liberal
Jewish Movement has been a success
and what the future might hold for it.
Its   relationship   with  the   Reform
Movement also bears scrutiny.

Side  by  side  with the  provision  of
more  meaningful,  understandable,
inspirational  and  decorous  services,
came  much  more  serious  thought.  In
his  1909 pamphlet, Claude Montefiore
stressed  the  concept  of Progressive
Revelation, attitudes to Rabbinic Law,
modern     Biblical     criticism     and
universalism.   ``J7e  sfo#d'',  he  wrote,
``for a modern view Of inspiration, for

a modern attitwde Of free enquiry and
critical investigation. What reason and
conscience tell us to be good, that only
ccz# ive czccepf ".  Significantly, he also
wrote  C`Our  descendahis  will  profit
from  our  thoughts  and feelings  and
experience;  they  will  advance  upon
them and beyond them"

Some  twenty-   five  years   later,
celebrating the  Silver Jubilee of what
by  then  had  become   `The  Jewish
Religious Union for the Advancement
of Liberal  Judaism',  he  commented
``The Union has undoubtedly changed

its  character  since  its  fioundation  in
1902. It has become, what it was not at
the    start,    a    definitely    Liberal
Movenehi ..... In spite Of change, there
is  still  much which  is  the  saane.  The
link  with   the   past,   the   historic
contimiity, have not been broken. "

Can  we,  the  descendants,  say  the
sane today?

The  cloistered  world  of  1902  has
long  disappeared  together  with  the
brave  new  worlds  of post  first  and
second world war Britain. We live now
in  an  age  of  religious  polarisation
where fundamentalists of every creed,
including Judaism, abound. It is also a
world  where  religion  means  little  to
the  everyday  person.  A  considerable
number    of    Jews    today    regard
themselves  as  secular  rather  than
religious and a Jewish Film Festival or
a   Klezmer    concert   may   attract
hundreds when many synagogues  are
sparsely  attended  on  all  but  special
occasions.  This  is  a  challenge  for  all
forms of Judaism, but a special one for
the Liberal Movement, which now, as
at  its  foundation,  aims  to  draw  in
disenchanted Jews.

Lily Montagu's original vision was
of a "new Judaism". a re-establishment
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of the Jewish way of life that would
incoxporate spirituality in worship and
observance  with  the  social  concern
expressed by the Prophets. Today, we
work   towards   an   acceptance   of
pluralism-  an  expression  which  she
would  not  have  recognised.  Has  the
Movement that has evolved since her
time succeeded in establishing a "new
Judaism"  of its  own  or  has  it  fallen
prey to the lure of conforming to the
conventions of Anglo-Jewry?

The fact that the ULPS has become
part of the Anglo-Jewish establishment
has  its  drawbacks.  The  message  has
certainly  lost  neither  its  truth  nor  its
sincerity.  But it has  lost its  freshness.
Inevitably,  the  initial  feelings  of
liberation,  excitement  and  pioneering
have disappeared.

The  successes  and  strengths  of
Liberal  Judaism  both  nationally  and
in   its   thirty   congregations   are   a
fascinating and mixed bag.  Its liturgy
has  been  -  and  continues  to  be  -
groundbreaking.    Its    rabbinic/lay
relationship is excellent, its committed
rabbinate   with   a   keen   sense   of
collegiality is unique. Its continuation
of Religion School to Kabbalat Torah,
confirmation  at  15  or   16  and  the
introduction and encouragement of Bat
mitzvah  for  girls  has  set  a  national
trend. It has a vibrant and enthusiastic
youth  movement.  A  commitment  to
adult education, to social action and to
inter-faith   work   has    also    been
important.   But,   undoubtedly,   the
greatest    strength    has    been    the
Movement's unswerving commitment
to  its  ideology.  Paramount  in  that
ideology  is  the  inclusive  nature  of
Liberal Judaism - the equality of men
and women, the welcoming of sincere
proselytes,  of the  partners  in  mixed
marriages and their children and of gay
and  lesbian  Jews.  The  latter  reflects
Claude  Montefiore's  1909  prophecy.
Paramount, too, has been the constant
need to  harmonise Hcz/czkifaczfe  rabbinic
Law with modem social realities and
ethical  perceptions,  as  well  as  the
respect given to the autonomy of the
individual and to decisions and actions
taken with an informed conscience.

Despite  its  clear  ideology  and  its
welcoming  approach,  the  Movement
has not achieved the resounding impact
or  position  in  Anglo-Jewry  that  its
founders  might have  forecast.  For its
first forty years, there was no real com-
petition  from  Reform  Synagogues,
who   remained   as   individual   un-
connected congregations until welded
into the Association of Synagogues of
Great Britain in 1942, later to become
the Reform Synagogues of Great Brit-

ain.  Today,  Anglo-Jewry  frequently
confuses  the  Liberal  Movement  with
the  Refomi Movement,  which has  in
more  recent  years  achieved  a  higher
profile  than  ULPS.  This  is  perceived
by many Liberal  Jews  to result  from
Reform  endeavours  to  be respectably
"middle of the road", appealing more

to  the  conservative  nature  of Anglo-
Jewry than the principled radicalism of
the Liberal Movement. The situation is
further  clouded  by  two  factors.  The
movement in the USA most sinrilar to
the  ULPS  is  the  powerful  and  huge
American  Reform  Movement.  Cou-
pled with the RSGB's frequent use of
the adjective "Progressive" to describe
itself,  even though this  is part of the
ULPS's name, no wonder there is con-
fusion.  Although  we  quite  clearly
compete  for the  same  market,  which
includes the unaffiliated and the disen-
chanted,  it  is  particularly  difficult  to
shout the values of the special nature
of  Liberal  Judaism  when  we  have
bound ourselves irretrievably with the
RSGB in our Rabbinic and educational
training.  We are  ffiends, partners  and
yet  competitors.  We  have  yet  to  re-
solve  this  paradox.  Several  attempts
have been made over the years to bring
the two Movements together more for-
mally, but none has been successful. Is
it time to try again? Would one very
large  non-Orthodox  Movement  have
the  edge  to  capture  the  minds  and
spirits of the average British Jew, just
as the Reform Movement has done in
the USA? Or would the right wing of
RSGB move towards the Masorti and
the left wing of ULPS form a splinter
Movement? Perhaps it is our destiny to
be the minority left wing conscience of
non-Orthodoxy.  A  cynic  or  a  realist
might  add  that  it  suits  the  Reform
Movement  politically  to  keep  the
Liberal Movement to its left.

Professor Barry Kosmin, Director of
the Institute for Jewish Policy Research
has,   expressed  his   view  that  the
Movement's  prospects  in  its  second
century are better than they were at its
outset,  when  "77cos£  Jews  14/ere  pre-
occupiedwithimprovingtheirmaterial
conditions,  rather  than  in  thinking
¢boz{J  ffeeo/og]/".   He   feels  that  the
Liberal  approach  on  infomied  choice
is, without doubt, an appealing one to a
generation  that  rejects  unquestioned
authority.   These   are   encouraging
words    that   contain   an   exciting
challenge  for  the  next  one  hundred
years I
ROSITA   ROSENBERG   beg¢#   feer  pro-
fessional  association with  ULPS  in  1964.  She
was  Director  from  1989  to  her  retirement  in
1997 .
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SQUEEZE JACK LEMMON
TO FIND A NEARLY JEW

Michael Freedland

HE  DAY  THEY  ELECTED
him  to   membership   of  the
Hillcrest  Country  Club,  you

knew  that  Jack  Lemmon  was  no

14

ordinary film actor. The all-Jewish club
in  Los  Angeles,  a  film  sprocket's
distance  away  from the  streets  and
mansions in which the movie stars and

moguls   made   their   homes,   had
welcomed a gentile to share with them
their matzo ball soup.

It meant  a hefty  donation to  the
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Lemmon f ;ought f tor
good causes, not
as a do-gooder,

but simply because
the causes were

important to him.

UhitedJewishAppeal-itwasoncesaid
to  be  a minimum of about $250,000
before he could be allowed to sit at one
of the snow-white tables, each with its
own regulation box of Manischewitz
matzos.   And   it   also   entailed   a
willingness  to  listen to  all  the  latest
Jewish jokes. The jokes may not have
all been that wonderful, but they were
told superbly. After all, the best Jewish
comedians of the day were members,
too. And, once Jack Lemmon had heard
their jokes,  most of them wanted to
challenge the new member to his first
Hillcrest golf game.

Perhaps they knew that Jack loved
playing  golf.  They  might  also  have
known he was not very good at it. But
they certainly knew that by joining the
club, he was making a statement. There
had always been some clubs in LA that
did not like taking celebrities onto their
membership  rolls,  the  Los  Angeles
Club  made  one  exception  with  Fred
Astaire, and a great many which would
not   accept   Jews.   That   was   why
Hillcrest was set up in the first place.
To  quote  its  member  Ira  Gershwin,
"They  all  laughed  until,  daflca,  two

weeks  after  the  opening,  the  Jews
struck oil close to the  18th hole".

Lemmon would never have said that
some  of his  best  friends  were  Jews,
although they were.  Joining  a Jewish
club  was  his  way  of showing  that  it
was really true. He had done so in other
ways for years - signing petitions for
Jewish  causes,  attending  pro-Israel
solidarity rallies, going for his regular
checks  to  the  Cedars  Sinai  Medical
Center. He worked with Jews. His first
Hollywood  jobs  came  from  Harry
Cohn,  the  iron  dictator  of Columbia
Pictures  and  if he  survived  working
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with Cohn without turning into an anti-
Semite, it spoke volumes for him. Two
thousand  people   came  to   Cohn's
funeral  in  1962,  which prompted the
comedian  Red  Skelton to  quip:  "Just
proves it - give the people what they
want and they'll show up for it.". His
agent was - well, of course he was -
Jewish, too.

His favourite director? It was Billy
Wilder,  who  directed  him  in  "Some
Like It Hot". Wilder would say of him:
"It's  been  my  experience  that  most
actors can offer you one and perhaps
two  types  of items  before  emptying
their shelves. M. Lemmon, however is
Harrods,  Marks  and  Spencer  and
Selffidges combined, Macy's, Gimbels,
and  Sears-Roebuck  -  catalogue  and
all." Once, Jack went to Gemiany with
Wilder and stood outside a house with
tears in his eyes. The director had told
him that the place used to be his home
before the Nazis took over.

And then,  above  all,  there was  his
`Buddy Buddy' Walter Matthau, whom
he liked to call "my wife". If he was, it
was  the  best  demonstration  of inter-
marriage  known  to  the  Hollywood
community.  Both  were  happily  and
more conventionally married and there
was never the remotest suggestion of a
homosexual relationship. But these two
really  did  know  the  way  the  other
thought,  often,  before  the  other  did.
They plainly loved each other. Whether
or  not  it  was  Walter  who  suggested
that Jackjoin Hillcrest, no one can now
remember. It is not important. At least,
not as important as the gesture of align-
ing himself with Jews was in itself.

Lemmon fought for good causes, not
as a do-gooder, but simply because the
causes were important to him. He had

established hinself in Hollywood as a
light  comedy  actor,  of which  genre
there were few better. He was the hard-
done-by  young  executive  in  "The
Apartment", a similar character to the
one  he  played  in  his  first  movie,  "It
Should  Happen  To  You"  starring
opposite the still much-missed Jewish
actress Judy Holliday. Then there was
"Mister Roberts" and a few years later
"Irma  La  Douce".  In  "Some  Like  It

Hot",   he   and   Tony   Curtis   were
wonderful as the two musicians posing
as members of a women's band. And
then there were the movies with Walter
like  "The  Odd  Couple,"  "The  Front
Page", "The Fortune Cookie", "Buddy
Buddy"    and   the   best   forgotten
"Grumpy Old Men", which neither of
them were although it ivas good to see
them together in old age, Jack playing
an Alherican of Scandinavian descent,
Walter, an aged Jew.

But  all  those  just  represented  one
side of Lemmon's talent. When he had
a chance to  demonstrate those  causes
about which he felt so strongly, he was
never better.When he made the movie
"The China Syndrome", it was a one-

man  demonstration  of concern  about
the   then   booming   nuclear-power
industry. Within a month of the film's
release  in  1979,  the  nuclear  plant  at
Three  Mile  Island  blew  up,  followed
within  the  decade  by  the  Chemobyl
disaster in the Ukraine.

There  were  other  Lemmon  cam-
paigns,  although none would  ever be
as powerful as  that which  dominated
his  1981 movie "Missing". The part of
the   New   York   businessman,   Ed
Horman was nothing like the real Jack
Lemmon.  Lemmon was a liberal who

condnued on next page
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understood  other  people,  who  knew
how to laugh. Horman was a solid con-
servative, the kind whom you expected
to  wear  gloves  before  shaking  your
hand.

It was a true story. The real-life son
of Homian, as different from his father
as the cuts of their hair,  had gone to
Chile  in  the  days  of  the  Allende
Communist regime. When Allende was
overthrown  by  the  Pinochet  army,
Horman  Jr  disappeared.  His  father
went  in  search  of the  young man,  at
first convinced that his  offspring had
been wrong in every way - wrong in
supporting a Communist goverrment,
wrong in living in the sort of home he
would  not have  offered  his  servants,
not because he respected his  servants
but  because  it  wouldn't  have  been
"nice",  and  certainly  wrong  in  his
choice of wife. Above all, he reapected
America. You knew that he was one of
those citizens who clutched at his heart
every  time  a  band  played  the  "Star
Spangled  Banner"  or  that  little  tune
created  by  Irving  Berlin,  the  Jewish
fellow who was born in Siberia, "God

Bless  America".  You  might  have
suspected,  too,  that  had  he  realised
Irving    Berlin's    antecedents,    he
probably  wouldn't  have  been  at  all
happy to go along with his prayer.But
things changed and this was how Jack
Lemmon,   the   actor   who   always
believed  in getting under the  skin  of
his  character,  began  to  relate  to  the
man he was playing. Ed Horman knew
that the Pinochet goverrment was lying
about his  son's  fate.  Worse, he knew
that  the  Americans  were  also  lying.
When  he  went  to  the  US  Embassy,
they  fobbed  him  off  with  phoney
stories.  At  the  end  of the  film,  you
knew  that  the  boy  was  dead.  The
portrait  was  so  powerful  and  true  to
life    that    the    former    American
ambassador to Chile sued for libel and
then withdrew his claim. Lelnmon was
delighted.  His  portrayal  had  been
vindicated.

It  was powerful  in the  way  that  a
really  good  Lemmon  role  could  be
relied  on to  be powerful,  although  it
has  to  be  admitted that there  were  a
few  Lemmon roles  that weren't very

Giving advice to his friend and star Walther Matthau while making Kotch in 1976. It was Lemmon's
first attempt at directing.
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good  at  all.  There  were  others  that
stand out almost as strongly - playing
the  drunk  in  "Days  of  Wine  And
Roses", which could have stood as the

He took many Of those
Jewish characteristics
from his friends, not

least from Walter
Matthau with whom he

paid his forst visit to
Israel . He came back

saying he was
inpressed with all that

he had seen. VIalter
and he were received

by the then Pri,me
Minister, Menachem
Begin and met many

other proryinent
people in the country.
But he would say that

the people he
remembered best and
who remembered him
best were the children.

main plank  of an Alcoholics  Anony-
mous  publicity  campaign  except  that
Jack  hinself had  a  severe  drinking
problem which you might have thought
would have been diluted by the "Wine
and Roses" part.  There was "Prisoner
of  Second  Avenue",  which  was  ex-
traordinarily  funny  as  well  as  going
into the psychological problems of an
executive who suddenly finds himself
without a job.

But  the  two  most  significant  roles
were  those  in  which  he  played  men
who  quite  plainly were  Jewish,  even
though the fact was never stated.  For
his part as Harry Stoner in "Save The
Tiger", Jack received his second Oscar.
The  first,  for  best  supporting  actor,
had come for his role as Ensign Pulver
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in "Mister Roberts".  It was  a  searing
character  study  of a  dress  manufac-
turer,  still tortured by his  experiences
in  World  War  Two,  who  considers
setting fire to his factory to collect the
insurance - an attempt at reversing the
firm's disastrous financial situation. It
was one of those movies I'd take to my
desert  island,  a  magnificent  Lemmon
tour-de-force."Glengarry  Glen  Ross"
in 1992 saw, in effect, Harry Stoner 20
years on, much older in both years and
appearance and in the terror of trying
to  catch  up  with  younger  colleagues.
This  time,  he  was  called  Seymour
Levine, a real-estate agent begging for
the  "leads"  that  would  give  him  an
income,  a man who  worked  day and
night, in the midst of severe rain storms
without any result. He then succumbs
to the temptation of stealing the vital
cards. You know that he agonised over
this. You also knew that he was cany-
ing  an  essentially Jewish  load on his
shoulders if not as Harry Stoner, then
as  a  kind  of Willie  Loman,  Arthur
Miller's salesman who died while still
alive. Perhaps it was not inappropriate
that  his  last  role  was  playing  Morrie
Schwartz,  an  old  man  dispensing  old
Jewish  wisdom  in  "Tuesdays  With
Morrie".

He took many of those Jewish char-

acteristics  from his  friends,  not least
from Walter Matthau with whom he
paid his first visit to Israel . He came
back saying he was inpressed with all
that he had seen. Walter and he were
received by the then Prime Minister,
Menachem Begin and met many other
prominent people in the country. But
he  would  say  that  the  people  he
remembered  best  and  who  remem-
bered him best were the children. He
went to  a  children's  hospital.  "These
were all crippled children and some of
them  were  retarded,"  remembers  the
director Arthur Hiller who was one of
the  party,  -  he  had  directed  Jack  in
"The  Out  of Towners".  "It was  very
moving for all of us, but Jack sort of sat
in  and played with the  children,  and
how much fun they got out of it! It was
lovely to see how well known Jack and
Walter were when they got there. What
I  liked about it was how they would
both enter into conversation with peo-
ple and indeed initiate conversation."

Billy Wilder would have said it had
a lot to do with the chemistry between
Lemmon  and  Matthau.  While  they
were maldng "Buddy, Buddy", not the
best of their movies  together,  Walter
made  a  wrong  move  when  trying  to
slide down a laundry chute. "He raced
down  the  staircase  where  we  were

standing  and  rehearsing  the  scene,"
Wilder told  me.  "He  bent  over  him,
and it was just the most touching thing.
They are like brothers. Like father and
son.  I  don't know who would be the
father and who the son. It's marvellous
to   watch   them.   If  anything   bad
happened to one of them, they would
first call the other. Lemmon would call
Matthau,   not   the   police   or   the
ambulance, God forbid."

And that is what happened. Matthau
died in 2000 after an intensely painful
illness. Lemmon died almost exactly a
year later at the age of 76. Jack was at
Walter's bedside.  It was his bad luck
that  when  he  himself went  in  June
2001,  his  "wife"  and  buddy,  or  was
that his father or son? - could not return
the compliment. Although, perhaps he
did. One suspects that a little thing like
death  could not  separate  them.  They
were  an  odd  couple  indeed,  but  the
greatest   testament   to   friendship
Hollywood ever had to offer .
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IV]%rwlrwlA
ESSAIY

OUR LEADERS ARE DIFFERENT

The I+itAITRTAL essay section this
quarter tackles the subject Of

leadership f irom two views. First,
Professor Margarct Harris
examines leadership within

Progressive communities f irom the
perspective of a specialist in

voluntoiry orgoalsations as well as a
mermber Of a Reform community.

Then Rabbi TJony Bayfield takes a
rabbinic lock, starting f irom a

ral]binical text in what fiormed part
Of a traditional drashah on a

Shabbat morning. Wie hope that
readers wil:I find the two view

points nat just tlluninating
but complementary.
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BVOLUNTEERS
USINESS  SCHOOL  GURUS
often argue that leadership is
`generic', that the challenges of

:e:sdpeersc¥::=few¥e=e##gn?eex:`¥:
large multi-national corporation, the
civil  service,  a  corner  shop  or  a
synagogue. But my own research into
the running of orgahisations in the
public and voluntary sectors, the non-
business sectors suggests that this idea
isatbestsimplisticandatworstuntrue.
Certainly it does not reflect what we
knowaboutthechallengesofleadership
irreligious-basedorganisationssuchas
synagogues and Jewish charities.

I will hishli8ht five factors which I
think   make    leadership    in    our
synagogues,  and  synagogue-related
organisations, distinctive. I am not, of
course,sayingthattheyarenecessarily
unique.  I am merely suggesting that
they are special features of synagogue
leadershipwhichmakelifeparticularly
interesting,  especially  when  taken
together.  They  also  raise  questions
about  whether  what  `works'   for
leadership  in ICI  or  the  Town  Hall,
also  applies  to  leadership  in  XYZ
Refom Synagogue.

One  distinctive  feature  is  that
Reform. synagogues  in  the  UK  are

essentially  voluntary  membership
associations  or clubs - organisations
which  you positively  choose  to join
and to  which you usually pay  some
kind of affiliation fee.  People in our
synagoguesbehaveprettymuchasthey
wouldinanyotherkindofmembership
association. They do not feel obliged
to join in the first place, they feel free
to participate or not as it suits them,
and they assume that they should be
able to contribute in whatever way, to
whatever extent, and for whatever time
period they wish. Their attitudes to any
paidstaffareoftenambivalentandthey
expect  their relationships  with  other
members  to  be  both  informal  and
fulfilling.Theydonotexpecttobetold
what to do and how to do it in `their'
organisation.

The implications of this feature for
leaders of synagogues are many. They
must constantly strive to  discern and
respond to  the  needs  and  wishes  of
individual  members.  In  many  areas
there  is  a  competitive  synagogue
market and members who do not have
their needs met will fail to renew their
subscriptions.  Again,  leaders have to
find a style which is non-authoritarian
because members will not take kindly
to attempts to direct or control them.
There are few real sanctions available
to leaders if members do not conform
to  norms  or  fail  to  carry  out  tasks
allotted to them so management has to
be done by persuasion, even flattery.

A second distinctive feature of our
synagoguesisthatahi8hproportionof
the necessary work is cared out by
people who are volunteers.

Research in recent years in the UK
and the USA has told us  quite  a lot
about the motivation and behaviour of
volunteers.  They  are  rarely  solely
`altruistic' or selfless. Most volunteers

are looking for something in exchange
fortheirvoluntarygiftoftimeandlead-
ershavetoworkoutwhatthatisifthey
are going to recruit and retain them.
Moreover, the factors which lead peo-
plc  to  start  volunteering  are  not
necessarily the same as those that.keep
people  as  volunteers  once  recruited.
People may initially agree to do some-
thing  because  they  are  lonely  or
recently  bereaved,  for  example,  but
stayonbecausetheyfindopportunities
to lean new skills, fulfil themselves
intellectually or take on leadership po-
sitions  which  are  closed to  them  in
their work or home life. We also know
that volunteers need constant support,
encouragementandthanks-something
which is especially hard to give when
the leaders themselves are giving their
oun time voluntarily.



Taking   together   the   needs   of
`association   members'   discussed

above,  and  the  knowledge  we  have
about what motivates volunteers,  we
can see that the work of volunteers has
to be `managed' rather differently from
the work of paid employees. There is
the ever present threat that they will
`walk' if they feel `bossed' or if their

needsarenotmet-eventhoughitmay
not be easy to discern what their needs
are, let alone to meet them within the
often   limited   resources    of   the
synagogue setting. Synagogue leaders
also  have  to  allow  for  the  fact that
volunteers  engage  at  different  levels
and  in  different ways.  For  example,
some    accept    or    want    intense
involvement and others want minimal
involvement or occasional contact by
being  on  a  rota;  some  want  to  do
practicaltaskslikecookingorcleaming,
others want to  do  creative,  caring or
educational tasks. Still others are most
interested  in  governance  and  other
power-relatedjobs. Some want to share
professional  expertise  (for  example,
theaccountantwhoishappytobecome
synagogue Treasurer) but others want
their  volunteering  time  to  provide  a
contrastwiththeir`dayjob'andtohelp
them  fulfil  themselves  in  different
Ways.

In    these     circumstances,     the
challenge for synagogue leaders is to
find   a   way   of  reconciling   the
organisational needs of the synagogue
(to  have  regular  services,  to  collect
subscriptions, to educate children and
so on) with the personal needs of those
who volunteer.  They need to try and
tease  out  what  is  motivating  each
person  and  to  monitor  how  those
motivations change over time.

A   third   distinctive   feature   of
synagogue leadership is our volunteer
governing bodies - councils, boards,
management committees, trustees and
so on. They do not work in quite the
same way as they do in businesses or
even   in   local   authorities.   If  an
organisation   is   a   charity,   or   an
unincoaporated association, the board
9r  governing  body  actually  is  the
organisation.  Thus  our  Councils,
despite the fact that all their members
are themselves volunteers, carry final
accountability for all activities of the
synagogue.   Ultimately,   they   are
responsible  for  ensuring  the  very
continuity   and   survival   of   the
synagogue.

When we put this. feature together
withthetwomentionedpreviously(the
nature of membership associations and
the issues surounding recruitment and
retention  of volunteers)  we  begin to
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understand why the job of leaders in
synagoguesandtheRefolmMovement
seems  to  be  so  complex.  There  are
strict  limits  on  the  extent  to  which
members   of  synagogues   can   be
directed and controlled and yet council
members - our `1ay leaders'  who are
themselves volunteers - are singly and
collectivelyaccountableforeverything
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the organisation does  or does not do
and for its very survival. Accountabi-
1ity without power is a recipe for panic
and frustration.

A  fourth  distinctive  feature  of
synagogue  leadership  concerns  the
prevalence ofp articular cultural norms
and values associated with the fact that
synagogues   are   both   `voluntary
organisations'  and  Jewish  organis-
ations.

It is generally the case in all volun-
tary  sector  organisations  that  is,
organisations   which   are   neither
business  nor  government  that  an
emphasis is placed on values such as
infomality, ffiendliness, trust, commit-
ment,  voluntarism  and  altruism.  It
follows that problems can arise if rules
and procedures are imposed which ap-
pear  to  threaten  those  underpinning

values, such as making it more formal,
more hierarchical, or less specialist.

Another feature of voluntary sector
organisations  is  that  the  founding
vision  and  the  organisational  `roots'
can impact on behaviour and assump-
tionsformanyyears,evengenerations,
after the original founding. Even after
the death of founders, their influence
may be felt through documents, 1ega-
cies  and  the  presence  of founders'
children and relatives in influential po-
sitions  within  the  organisation.  And
just as Jews retell constantly the story
oftheirownfoundingasanationinthe
exodus  from Egypt,  so voluntary or-
ganisationstendtoretelltheirfounding
stories - the personalities of founders,
the  events  which  brought  them  to-
gether, the hardships of the early years
and so on. The memories and myths of
the  founding  events  become  factors
which current leaders  ignore  at their
perfu.

h synagogues, leaders have to take
into  account  not  only  these  special
values of the voluntary sector but also
the implications of being a specifically
`Jewish'  organisation.  Jewish norms
in  the  UK  are  both  religious  and
cultural in nature.  Synagogue leaders
have to find ways to respond appropri-
ately to features such as the tendency
for Jews to be disputatious, especially
in  interaction  with  other  Jews;  the
general  inclination  to  look  inwards
rather  than  outwards  to  non-Jewish
organisations;  and the overiding im-
pact   of  family   background   and
tradition on the inclination to Jewish
communal service.

Finally,  we must note perhaps the
mo st distinctive feature of synagogues;
the fact that they have both lay leaders
and  rabbinic  leaders.  A  synagogue
rabbi and a synagogue chairperson al-
most  inevitably  have  an  ambiguous
relationship. Vly is this?

One helpful way of explaining the
challenges  of the  relationship  comes
from the classic analysis of `authority'
expounded by the German sociologist
Max Weber. He defined `authorfty' as
`1egitimate  power'  and  distinguished

between traditional  authority derived
from   long-standing   custom   and
practice; charismatic authority derived
from the special personal qualities of
an  individual;   and  rational-legal
authority the kind  of authority  com-
mon  in  contemporary  organisations
which is  derived  from  explicit rules
and laws about the most efficient way
to cany out worfu

In   our   contemporary   Reform
synagogues we seem to have at least
two different types of authority vying
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for dominance. We have the rational-
1egal  authority  of the  lay leadership
structure  and  also  the  traditional
authority exercised by our rabbis. In
some synagogues lay leaders or rabbis
may  also  have  a  certain  amount  of
charismatic authority.

Those of a post-modem disposition
who embrace ambiguity might find the
existence  of two  or  three  different
authority  structures within  one  syna-
gogue  acceptable  and unproblematic.
But in practice competing, or parallel,
authority  structures  are  difficult  to
maintain, not only because they give
rise  to  constant  struggles  for  domi-
nance but also because they leave the
synagogue without a point of fmal au-
thority where disputes can be resolved
and  fmal  binding  decisions  can  be
taken.

Taken together,  these five  distinc-
tive features of synagogues provide a
major challenge for our leaders - lay
and  rabbinic.  And  the  analysis  here
also suggests some implications for the
kind of leaders we need.

The classic organisational literature
on leadership has debated what are the
essential ingredients of `excellence' in
leadership. Some authors have argued
that what is important is the `traits' or
`characteristics' which are inborn and

predestine  some  of us  for leadership
and  some  to  be  followers.  Other
authors   have   argued   that   good
leadership  is  a  matter  of  `style'  or
behaviourandthatthereforepeoplecan
be educated to become leaders. A third
theoretical  approach  known  as  the
`contingency'  approach  argues  that
leadership  is  a matter  of responding
appropriately  to  particular  tasks  and
circumstances that present themselves
in organisational life, that leadership is
not  a  matter  of inherent  personal
qualitiesortrainingbutisaboutfinding
the right person to  lead in particular
circumstances  and  about  varying
behaviour and style according to task.

When  we  consider  the  distinctive
features of synagogues, it would seem
that the  contingency  approach  offers
the most useful way of thinking about
the  leadership  needs  of synagogues.
We need leaders  who  recognise that
`1eadership' is not really generic. What

works  in the business  sector and the
public  sector,  what  works  in  large
organisations and organisations which
employ large numbers of paid staff, is
not likely to be readily transferable to
the complex responsibility of leading a
synagogue.  We  need  leaders  who
recognise the need to  adopt different
approaches to different people, leaders
who  recognise  that  synagogues  are
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dynamic  organisations  which  are
constantly presenting new challenges,
and leaders who do not think that when
it comes to leading, `one size fits all'.
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Of  Voluntc[ry  Sector  Orgavisation  at  Aston
Business  School,  Birmingham.  This  article  is
based  on  material  presented  at  the  RSGB
Leadership  Kallah,  Leicester Uiiversity,  June
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I
STYLE

TONY BAYFIELD
STARTVITHV\7IIATMAYWELL
be a familiar text, familiar because
it comes from Pirkei Avot and you

can even find it in the s'z.ddcjr, `Forms of
Prayer' itself on page 200/201, right at
the top: Rabbi Shinon bar Yohai says,
`There are three crowns. The crown of

Torah,  ke}er  fo7'a!fe,  the  crown  of
Pi.iesthood,  frefer  frefat£7£czfe  and  the
crown of Royalty,  #efer 77!czJ#fezf£.  But
the crown of a good reputation, kefer
s'fee773 fov exceeds them all. [Pz.7*ez.£4vof
4:17].

When the early part of Pirkei Avot
was written, in the first century of the
Coml]ion Era, the Temple  still stood
and  the  Temple  and  the  Priesthood
were  clear  symbols  of  leadership,
power and authority.  Similarly, there
was still a Monarchy. Though the line
of  David   had   long   since   been
extinguished, the Greco-Roman period
had thrown up  its  own monarchs  -
thinkofKingHerod-anditsowncivil
authority over Judea. And even whilst
the  Temple  still  stood,  and the High
Priest retained his  authority  and  the
King exercised civil power,  a new,  a
separate  source  of leadership  and
authority was emerging.

It was the power of the rabbis, the
teachers of Torih, the founding figures
of the  Mishnah  who  were  already
beginningtobuildJudaismasweknow
it, the portable Judaism, the Judaism as
a way of life, which would sustain the
Jewish people when the Temple was
destroyed and the land was lost. Their
crown of leadership was gaining every
day in inportance.

But what I find quite puzzling is that
Rabbi Shinon bar Yohai, the author of
this paticular text, who was a disciple
of Rabbi Akiva,  lived in the  second
centuryCE,halfacenturyormoreafter
the  Temple  had been  destroyed,  the
Priesthood  had  lost  its  leadership
function and any Jewish involvement
in  the  civil  authority,  let  alone  any

Jewish kingship, had been eliminated
by  Rome.  So  whether  Shimon  bar
Yohai was looking back with nostalgia
to  a time when there bad been three
quite  separate places  and  sources  of
leadership within the Jewish world, or
whetherhewastryingtosaysomething
ofwhat1amabouttosaytohisrabbinic
contemporaries  who  were  by  then
almost the  only  source  of leadership
within a Jewish world deeply troubled  '
and in great upheaval, I am not sure.

h any event, the Jewish tradition of
reading  texts  respects  the  historical
analysis,  the  scholarly  interpretation,
the search for meaning in the context
of the time in which the passage was
written. But it has a second dinension.
Whether  it  be  a  biblical  text  or  a
classical  rabbinic  text,  the  Jewish
tradition is  also  to  allow the  text to
dialogue with us now even though we
are  conscious  of the  fact  that  the
dialogue will carry additional accents
and meaning across the centuries. That
is an integral element of the excitement
of Living Judaism, allowing the text to
live  and  speak  now  and not just  to
confine it to the past.

So what are the resonances of that
text, of those three or four crowns for
us today?

For me, and I hope for you, the text
speaks not just of places of leadership
- temple, synagogue and palace - but,
by implication, of styles of leadership.

Let us  start  once  again with  faefer     -`
*e%ct73afe, the crown of Priesthood, the
style of priestly leadership. AI first one
inmediately thinks  of the  awesome-
ness of the High Priest, the solemnity,
the power of the temple  service,  the
precision and detail of the temple rite.
But it is very interesting to see how the
concept and vocabulary around priest
has  developed  over  the  last  two
thousand  years.  Because,  intimately
connectedwiththewordpriesttodayis
the word pastoral and in that one word
a whole new style is opened up. The
influence  is  significantly but not to-
tally  a  Christian  one - the  priest  or
rabbi or imam for instance are all now
viewed, in part, as pastors. One of the
many sets of initials, so incomprehen-
sible  to  outsiders,  at  the  Leo  Baeck
College-Centre  for Jewish Education
(or should I say LBC-CJB), is PC & C
which refers to those responsible for
that  aspect  of training  defined  as
Pastoral Care and Counselling.

The   area  has   also   been  much
influenced  by  the  psychotherapeutic
world - we are seldom as fully aware
as we should be of the extent to which
the  Freudian  revolution  influences
every nook and cranny of post-modem
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western   life.   A   psychotherapist
acquaintance of mine defines his work
as  being  with  people  and  walking
alongside them. That actually defines
very  well  the  style  of leadership
implied  by  priestly  and  pastoral,  a
style  which  is  supportive,  caring,
facilitative, enabling and focused upon
the individual. You might say that as
well  as  borrowing  from  Christianity
and psychotherapy, the style is reflec-
tive of the feminine. That such a style
is derived from the priestly - so his-
torically male - should not surprise us
when we look at the traditional garb
of the priest and see how asexual or
even feminine that garb is. So, for us,
the fefer fefe#7cczfe, the crown of priest-
hood can indicate a style of leadership,
which is individual - focused, facili-
tative, enabling, walldng alongside.

Now to the second crown, the fefer
forc!fe, the crown of Torah. The word
Torah, as very many of you will know,
comes  from the  same  root  as  more%
and "ora!%, a teacher. Torah should not
be understood primarily as law but as
teaching. An effective teacher requires
learning  and  through  imparting  that
leaning and a passion for leaning and
the skill of leaning how to find things
out for oneself, the teacher empowers.
Such  a  style,  such  a  concept  of
leadership  is  absolutely  central  to
Reform Judaism since Reform Judaism
is essentially about empowering adults
-individuallyandcollectively-totake
responsibility  for  their  own  Jewish
lives  and there  can  be  no  taking  of
responsibility,  no  responsible  adult
behaviour without the  empowerment
of learning. So we have a second style
of leadership.  The  #efer  for¢fe,  the
crown  of Jewish  leaning  signifies
leadership  as  leaning  oneself and
empowering others through leaning;
empowering  individual  1eamers  and
empowering communities of leamers.

h some ways the third crown, the
fefer mczJchc/i, the crown of Royalty or
Kingship  is the hardest to  deal with.
For kingship - or queenship - sinply
doesn't mean to us what it meant even
two hundred years ago, let alone two
thousand  years   ago.   Yet  though
monarchy,  despite  the  joy  of the
Jubilee, isn't what it once was, it is still
enormously instructive. For royalty or
kingship at its best signifies a concern
for the kingdom as a whole and for the
subjects   of  that   kingdom   as   a
collectivity. The monarch, if she or he
is true to their role, is concerned with
the  community as  a whole, with the
needs of the people as a whole - with
the collective tradition, the collective
values, the collective interest. The need
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for such a style of leadership has not
gone away, whatever our views of the
institution. So we can define the third
#efer, the third crown, the third style of
leadership as being concerned for the
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entire  group  and what  it  stands  for,
where it has come from and above all
where it is going.

Nowlet'sputallofthattogetherand
what we can hear the ancient text-from
Pirkei  Avot  saying  to  us  across  the
centuries is that there are three styles
of leadership - the facilitative  style
which  focuses  upon  enabling  the
individual to  `walk their own Jewish
walk';  the  empowering  style  which
places leaning as the  sole,  authentic
basis  for  individual  and  collective
Jewish  decision  making  and  the
visionary  style  which  is  able  to
consider the needs of the entire group
in terms both of the past, present and
future of its collective Jewish journey.

Let's go back for a moment to the
context in which the text was written
with memories  at  least  of three. dif-
ferent  locations  of leadership  and
authority - leadership in the hands of
the Priests of the Temple; leadership in
the hands of Rabbis preparing to assert
authority over a Jewish people at the
point of losing both Temple and Land;
and leadership in the hands of a Mom-
archy or civil authority. It was not a
clever or effective division of leader-
ship.   Over  subsequent  centuries,
however, leadership of the Jewish peo-
ple continued to be split up in all sorts
of ways and still today even communi-
ties  outside  of Israel  and  in modem
western  society  manage  to  structure
things so that there are different places
of authority and both the potential and
actuality for conflict and tension.

What  is  interesting  and  exciting
about the Reform Movement in Brit-
ain,  whether it be  our Movement  at
large or our constituent synagogues, is
thatwetrytomodelasharingofleader-
ship-betweenrabbisandlay,between
voluntary  leadership  and  staff.  In
which case, it follows that  all  of us
who have leadership functions - and
sinceweare,toparaphraseGoldaMeir,
if not a nation of priests, a nation of
wouldbeleaders,(oratleastadvisors!)
this applies to almost every one of us -
have  to  understand  and  embrace the
three styles of leadership and exercise
those styles in a way appropriate to the
different situations in which we find
ourselves.  We  all  have  to  lean  the
skills of knowing when our prime con-
cem is to value the individual, be with
them  on their journey,  support their
quest and enable them to be Jewishly
themselves; we all have to take  seri-
ously Jewish leaning so that we are
able to take responsibility for our Jew-
ish  selves  and  empower  others  -
individualsandcommunities-through
leaning; and we all have to recognise
our responsibility towards the collec-
tive,   the  group,  the  people,   the
community, cz7# yz.sr¢eJ and recognise
that there are times when its interests
and needs transcend those of the indi-
vidual, most importantly our own.

Every  Jew  is  a  potential  leader.
Every Jew is  charged with acquiring
three  sets  of skills  and  using  three
styles as appropriate.

Actually, four. You may remember
that the  text with  which  we  began,
having  listed  the  three  crowns  of
leadership that I have been exploring,
went on to say that there is a fourth
crown  which  exceeds  them  all,  the
#efer sfeero fov, the crown of a Good
Name, the crown of integrity  I
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I

MY SWITCH FROM
ORTHODOX REVEREND

T0 REFORM RABBI
HAVE  NOW   RETIRED   FOR
what I am fairly confident is the last
time.  During  last  year's  High

Holydays, I celebrated my 89th birthday.
Early in 1986, at age 73, I was given a
retirementreceptionjointlyarrangedby
my congregation and the local branch
of  the   South  African   Board   of
Deputies. It was held in the major hall
of the Jewish Centre and it was very
well attended. A week or two earlier I
had inducted Rabbi Richard Levitan of
the  USA  as  Rabbi  of the  Durban
congregation.  My  wife,  z'l,  and  I
continued to live in Durban, which is a
most pleasant city on the shores of the
Indian Ocean. The Levitans, after four
and a half years,  decided to return to
the USA to be near their falnily.  The
congregation asked me to resume office
until such time as a successor became
available. For various reasons, not least
of which at that time was the apartheid
policy    of   the    government,    no
applications came forward. h  1994, a
young, very able and personable young
Rabbi from the USA did come forward
and accepted the pulpit. Unfortunately,
hehadanulteriormotiveforleavingthe
USA.  When the problem was  solved
after ten months, he departed and I was
again in office

Now, after a period of eight years, a
candidate  has  come  forward.  Rabbi
Michael  Standfield,  formerly  of Lon-
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Isaac RIchards

don, has served a large congregation in
Joharmesburg. Having reached retiring
age, he has decided, rather than give up
work  formally,  to  serve  the  Durban
Congregation. An added inducement is
that  he  has  a  daughter  and  her  child
living in Durban.

I  can  claim  to  have  acquired  the
greatest number of years of service of
any graduate of Leo Baeck College.  I
have  often  been  asked  what  brought
me to South Africa. I was born in Liv-
erpool ind, as was usual in those days
and  in  those  circles,  attended  cfeeder
from the age of five, five days a week,
for  three-hour  periods.  I  made  fair
strides  in  my  studies  at  the  rcz/"c{d
ro7~czfe,  and,  at  about  age  twelve,  was
promoted to  the  yes%z.vczfe,  which was
under  the  guidance  of Rabbi  Isaac
Yehudah Unterman who later became
Chief Rabbi of the State of Israel. After
finishing school, I studied full time at
the yesfez.vczfe. During the reign of Chief
Rabbi  Hertz,  from  1913  -  1946,  the
title  Rabbi  was  very  seldom  granted.
On reaching a certain level of Rabbinic
studies, the title Reverend was granted
instead.  Many  outstanding  Jewish
scholars bore this title - Sineon Singer,
translator  of the  Sz.ddc{r  named  after

him, Abraham Cohen of Birmingham,
Ephraim  Levine  of London,  Samuel
Frampton of Liverpool, Alfred Philipp
Bender   of   South   Africa;   Leslie
Hardman  of  Hendon  and  Maurice
Landy of Cricklewood, who did even-
tually receive se77!z.kfeczfe.  All  were  my
fellow students at Livexpool  yesfez.vcz%.

My first post was with the very small
congregation of Bangor, North Wales.
There were two leading families in that
tiny community and they were far from
friendly.    There    was    no    proper
synagogue, just a room at the top of a
three-storey building.  I  suffered there
for  two  years  and  then  moved  to
Bolton.  The  friction  there  was  even
worse because there were a few more
people to indulge in/cz77.z.Z7/es', quarrels.

Meanwhile I had married. My wife
came from a strictly orthodox finily in
London.  Soon our daughter was born
but otherwise the future did not seem
too bright. The war came. Partly from
loyalty and perhaps to improve my po-
sition and prospects, I volunteered for
the chaplaincy. I was only called up in
1943.  I  was  stationed  in  Colchester
where most recruits from the London
area spent their first six weeks in the
army. For the first time I felt fulfilled
in my service. I commandeered a large
hut as the synagogue and Jewish Cen-
tre. Rabbi Brodie, then Senior Jewish
Chaplain,  came  down  and  with  full
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pomp and ceremony we dedicated the
Synagogue  Hut.  In  1945,  as  the  war
ended,  I  was  posted  to  the  Bergen-
Belsen  Concentration  Camp,  which
had  been  liberated  by  the  British
forces.

I have written about my experiences
at  the  camp  in  a  previous  article  in
MANNA.  My  experiences  have  also
been   recorded   in   the    Spielberg
Holocaust records. I was relieved from
this task by a civilian group from the
UK and returned to  military  duties.  I
now   concentrated  on  serving  the
Jewish personnel in my very large area,
while  I  also  helped  survivors  of the
camps who had returned to their former
homes in Germany.

It was my practice to hold services
on  Shabbat  at  three  different  points.
The  boys  appreciated this  very much
as  this  also  gave  them  a  period  off
duty.  This,  involved my travelling on
Shabbat, with my small ark and Torah.
At  a meeting  of Chaplains  called by
Rabbi Brodie, he reprimanded me for
travelling on Shabbat and particularly
with a Torah.  I rejected his criticism,
which I felt was unwarranted. Was my
action  not  much  better  than  doing
nothing,  since  services  on  Sunday
would not have been so easy to arrange

or  draw  attendance?  The  time  was
coming close for my demobilisation.

I firndy rejected the thought of going
back to the orthodox ministry. 7%e Jei^;-
ish  Chronicle  cam:e to ray  rescue.  A
small advert appeared there from Rabbi
Moses  C  Weiler  of a position  as  his
assistant in Joharmesburg. At the time
he was visiting the UK. I had little or
no  knowledge  of Reform  Judaism.  I
wrote and asked him for clarification.
In  response  he  informed  me  that  he
was  trying  to  get  permission  to  visit
Germany  and  study  conditions  there.
At that time no civilians were pemit-
ted into Germany. He asked that, if he
succeeded  in  getting  permission,  I
would take him around.  He managed
to get into the American zone and from
there to my area. I took him to Berlin
and we  spent  a weekend  going  from
place to place and discussing his view
of Reform Judaism. I decided that this
was  for me,  and when he offered me
the  post,  and  my  wife  agreed,  I  ac-
cepted.  We  came to Johannesburg,  in
December  1946.

After  serving  some  five  years  as
Weiler's  assistant, I accepted the  call
from  the  newly  established  congre-
gation  in  Port  Elizabeth.  During  my
few  years  there,  tragedy  struck  and

my  dear  wife  passed  away.  After  a
few years I accepted a call from Cape
Town as assistant to Rabbi Sherman. I
remarried.  I found my title of Rever-
end  irksome  and  was  granted  the
opportunity to come to Leo Baeck Col-
lege in 1966 to 67 to see.k ordination as
a Rabbi. I am proud to say that in June
1967,  I  was  ordained  at  Leo  Baeck
College. I returned to Cape Town, but
my  request  that my  status  should be
recognised was not granted, and there-
fore  I  accepted  a  call  from  Durban,
whose Rabbi was taking retirement.

At  no  time  have  I  regretted  my
switch  from  orthodoxy,  for  I  have
found  great happiness  and  fulfilment
in  serving the  Progressive  Movement
in South Africa.

As  you  can  imagine  many  of my
dear congregants ask, "What will you
do now Rabbi?" Well, I hope I will be
able to continue my studies and I will
be able to play bowls more frequently
than at the moment.

Yes, that is another claim to fame. I
think  I   am  the   only   Rabbi  who
seriously  plays  bowls,  which  is  a
popular sport in South Africa. The only
drawback is that often, when I make a
good  shot,  I  am  accused  of having  a
direct line to heaven .

CALDWELL AND BRAHAM
Charter e d Accounto[his

84 Fetter Lane
London

EC4A 1 EQ
Telephone: 01718313481

Fax: 01718313485

Auditing, Accountancy and Management services,`
personal taxation and general financial advice

Contact Brian Humphreys for further information

Offices also at F}uislip and  Dart ford
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HOME?
WHAT

HOME?
Barbara Borts

Many members Of Britaln's Jewish
Community will remember Rabbi

Barbara Borts as a fieisty, challenging
and deaply committed rabbi. We have

watched her journey from Calofornia to
London to New York to Canada with

enormous interest and she is much
missed by those who worked with her

during her years in England.
With those who understand their

Jewish obligation to journey in
literal terms, the question must
always arise  `Where is home'?

MANNA asked Rabbi Borts
and she replied:
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IGREW UP IN A CALIFORNIA
suburb, a stretch of tract houses. We
chose    our    model    from    the

developers'  blueprint  built  at  the
expense  of cherry trees  and almond
orchards. It was a reasonable commute
for my father, within walking distance
of the three schools that my brother and
I would need to attend, and a short drive
to  shops  and markets.  There  was  no
public transport - we either cycled to
where we wished to go, or coerced one
or other parent into taking us. We all
got our driving licenses at 1 6 and battled
for car privileges.

Jewish   life   revolved   around   a
prestigious  Reform  Temple,  a   15-
minute  drive  from  my  home.  Many
Friday   nights,    after    eating    our
MCDonalds meals whilst watching the
news,  my  father  would  ask,  "Who'd
like  to  go  to  shut  tonight?"  Often  I
went. We read the Torah at the Friday
evening  services,  the  gift  shop  was
open,   and   people   stood   outside
smoking  in  the  courtyard  after  o73eg,
the  punch,  coffee  and  biscuits  social
time  which  followed  services.  There
were  no  kosher restaurants  anywhere
in the area and I was one of five Jews at
my school. When I ceased eating pork
and  shellfish  /faczsferz{f was never even
aired in my Sunday School) and told a
friend  who  was  about  to  make  a
spaghetti  carbonara,  she  screwed  up
her  face  and  asked  incredulously,
"Ooh,  you're  not  becoming /rz¢77€  are

you?"  Services  were  formal,  with
hidden professional  choir.  We  sat  on
posh, comfortable seats, and it did not
become livelier until an amateur cantor
who  played  the  guitar  began  to  lead

services. When I was  16 I heard about
the  admission  of  Sally  Priesand  to
rabbinical school.  The  idea nagged at
me, and, although I began university as
a  music  student,  I  finished  with  a
degree  in  Religious  Studies,  with  an
emphasis on Judaism.

I never imagined that I would end
my  days  in  California,  thinking  of
nysctf as iL citoyenne  du monde. M:y
European  epiphany  came  during  my
last year of high  school,  when I met
and  beffiended  a  quite  extraordinary
Swedish  exchange  student  and  felt
strongly that he was the sort of person
with whom I wanted to associate, if not
emulate, and that he could never have
sprung from Californian soil. And so I
determined to leave the USA to live in
Europe.  That was  odd because  I  had
more   right   than   many   to   claim
California as my home - both of my
parents,  as well  as my brother and I,
were born there. But Santa Clara was
by and large not a place where 7#)/ high
school fiiends came back to  live and,
as  with  many  Americans,  as  I  went
away to university, I developed another
kind  of home  and  a  new  circle  of
friends.

Two  weeks  after  graduating  from
University  College,  Berkeley,  I  left
America with a one way ticket to the
Netherlands, an intensive Dutch course
under my belt, an address of a Dutch-
AL:rrLer±ca.n  Ba'al   Teshuvah,   aLnd   a.
welcome  from  a  Roumanian  friend
with whom I was  close when I  spent
six months in Israel. On my very fist
day there, with reluctant guidance from
my orthodox acquaintance, I found my
way to the Liberaal Joodse Gemeente
in the Hague and stumbled upon Rabbi
Avram Soetendorp. I eventually found
my way  to  the  Liberal  Synagogue  in
Amsterdam  and  was  befriended  by
Rabbi David Lillienthal, who met me
first in the hospital, directed there by a
frantic   California   motber   whose
daughter  had  needed  an  emergency
appendectomy  so  many  miles  from
home.  It  was  there  that  I  became
involved  with  a  more  traditional
community  and  it  was  there  that  I
finally determined to become a rabbi.
Although Rabbi  Lillienthal had  other
ideas  -  he  wanted  to  support  me  in
training to become a social worker and
remain  in  Holland  -  he  graciously
made  calls  and  introduced me  to  the
people at Leo Baeck College. And so, I
moved to England.

Those of you who have read this far
most likely are doing so because you
know me from my time at Leo Baeck
College,  then  at  Hampstead  Refomi
Jewish  Community,  some  work with
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Mill  Hill  Reform  Synagogue  and,
eventually,  at  Radlett  and  Bushey
Reform  Synagogue.  Anglo-Reform
Judaism was a different Judaism to the
Refomi with which I grew up, and from
the Liberal Judaism I had experienced
in Holland. I soon felt very comfortable
both  in  the  movement  and  with  its
sz.ddwr and ideology.  I became deeply
enmeshed    both    in    the    Reform
movement and in some wider Jewish
causes.  I  founded  the  Social  Issues
Group,  which  eventually  received
RSGB  funding  to  hire  a  part-time
worker.  I  was  a  founder  member  of
JONAH, Jews Organised for a Nuclear
Arms Halt and Jewish Support for the
Homeless. I wrote on and spoke about
Judaism  and  social  issues.  I  spoke,
wrote  and  created  liturgies  linking
Judaism  and  feminism.  I  organised
forums and participated in conferences
for  interfaith  dialogue.  It  seemed  in
England  I  found  a  fruitful  balance
between   Judaism  and  the   social/
political views I had, and I also found
comrades  with  whom  to  work,  and
people willing to listen and reflect upon
such matters.

Did I consider England, London, my
home? I had no idea how much it felt
like home until I left in 1990. That day
was    a    painful    and    wrenching
experience.   I   returned   to   North
America, to the east, whose ways I did
not know and to corrmullities of which
I   was   no  part.   I   did  varied   and
interesting work in a university, with
the  Reconstructionist  movement,  in
small  college  towns  in  upstate  New
York and as  a chaplain,  and took the
opportunity  to  live  in  the  country,
something I had always wanted to do. I
noticed  that  the  American  rabbinate
was  much  more  professionalized.
There were more auxiliary staff in the
`Temples',   in  regions   and  in  the

national movement, and I felt that, in
many  respects,  the  American  rabbis
worked at less of a brutal pace. Many
of them looked fit, having had time in
the  gym  and  were  much  better paid.
There was an odd conservatism even in
informal  America  -  most  rabbis  are
called rabbi although if you go to the
doctor,  sthe  will  call  you  in by  your
first    name    alone,    or    even    an
abbreviation thereof,  Barb,  instead of
Barbara. The rabbinate feels more like
a profession instead of that odd mixture
of   profession-vocation,    and   the
language and corporate models of the
business  world  tend  to  dominate  -
many  rabbis  are  seen  as  the  Chief
Executive  Officer  of the  synagogue.
This influences the internal politics of
American  Temples  and  makes  them
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more  contentious  places.  Rabbis  can
be badly treated or fired in ways that
English Jews would find shocking and
degrading. The malaise in the rabbinate
that we noted in England was present
in America, although it stemmed from
different sources.  But, there are many
more  options  for  rabbis  in  the  USA

For many years,
whenever I visited ray

parents, I schlepped ray
f;Other to a very

Cons ervative synagogue
in Calif orhia. I f ;ound
the level Of general

lmowledge appealing,
the inf;ormalrty, the quiet
prayer, the chandng, the

daveming in Hebrew,
f;ar more satisfying than

I had f round Ref ;orm
services, and learned a
lot about the structure

Of services.

than there are in England. Because the
Orthodox   establishment   does   not
oversee most other organisations, non-
Orthodox rabbis serve in a variety of
pastoral and chaplaincy roles.  Eastern
Reform  Judaism  was  certainly  more
traditional than the California variety.
But what stnick me  as  most positive
was  the vast number of eminent  and
leamed  Jews  fi.om  whom  one  could
lean. In many synagogues in the larger
cities,  professors  of Jewish  studies,
Bible   scholars,   Jewishly   trained
communal and social workers, mingled
and  prayed  with  others,  and  were
available to teach and lecture on their
topics  of  expertise.  In  England,  one
had to be an expert on many different
topics  -  I  would  be  asked  to  speak
because people might have wanted to
hear me. In America, I was asked for
my  area  of  specialisation.  The  only
drawback  to  this  was  that  I  lost  the
challenge  of researching  and  writing
about different subj ects.

I  also  encountered  the  traditional-
egalitarian  world.  For  many  years,

whenever  I  visited  my  parents,  I
schlepped   ray   fa;thor   to   a.   very
Conservative synagogue in California.
I found the level of general knowledge
appealing,  the  infomality,  the  quiet
prayer, the chanting, the dczi/e7c73z.7cg in
Hebrew, far more satisfying than I had
found Refomi services, and leaned a
lot  about  the  structure  of services.  I
began to feel comfortable in all Jewish
circles, leaving aside issues to do with
women,  and could lead  such  services
myself.

But America remained a kind of for-
eign place  to me  and  one  in which  I
was  still  an  outsider.  So,  after  five
years,  I  moved  to  Canada,  already
home  to  a few  Leo  Baeck  graduates,
and made Montreal my home. There I
became  an  adult  Jewish  studies  lee-
turer with the Florence Melton Adult
Mini-School  and  its  graduate  pro-
gramme.  I  developed  and  taught  the
Conservative  movement' s  conversion
courses,  and  taught  both  synagogue
and  private  groups.  Montreal  is  a
Mecca for Jewish study and many peo-
ple  view  leaming  as  a  hobby,  an
interest, something they would give up
work to  do.  I loved this,  the prepara-
tion,  the  interaction,  all  of which  led
me to do an MA in Education, with an
emphasis on adult education, at MCGill
University,  which  I  was  awarded  in
2001. The title of my MA project was
"On  Teaching  for  the  Imer  Conver-
sion:  Adult Leaning Theory  and the
Teaching of Converts to Judaism."

Montreal Judaism is unique. Here is
a  community,  once  one  of  North
America'smostprominentandvibrant,
where  the  vast  majority  of Jews  are
like  United  Synagogue  Jews.  They
belong  to  Orthodox  shuls  even when
not  Orthodox,  and  the  Conservative
shuls      resembled      the      Masorti
synagogues      more      than      their
countexparts  in  the  US.  To  a  great
extent it is still a close-knit community
that feels even more like a village than
Anglo-Jewry, where people grew up in
a feez."z.sfe manner. Many people spealc
Yiddish. It is still taught in two of the
Jewish  day  schools  and  at  MCGill
University, where  I  studied it for my
two  years  as  a  student.  People  know
what things are called and how to do
them,  attending classes  only to  fill in
the  whys.  We  had  to  rewrite  the
original  Melton  units  on  Jewish  life
that were  geared to  any ignorant and
assimilated       American       Jewish
community,  to  reflect  the  fact  that
many people kept kosher at home, and
had  grown  up  in  close  proximity  to
Jews  from  Eastern  Europe.  I  have

coiwhued on next page
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family  there,  as  this  was  the  city  to
which  my  father's  parents'  families
immigrated,  where  my  grandparents
met,  and  married.  The  face  of the
community  is  changing  as  English
speaking  Jews  age  or  leave,  and  the
percentage of French speaking Jews is
over  30°/o,  and  French  is  more  and
more    a    prerequisite    in    Jewish
communal work.

I  became  a  part  of the  Montreal
Jewish  community  ip  the  same  way
that I had become a part of the English
Jewish  community,  and  felt  very  at
home  there,  at  least  in  the  English
speaking  world.  As  more  Moroccan
Jews  appeared  in  classes,  the  more
French  one had to  use.  I  had terrible
struggles  with  the   sexism  of  the
synagogues,  but  there  was  such  a
power in being a part of a committed,
knowledgeable  praying  community,
where the #7!ozzcz/3 reigns supreme, that
I  allowed  those  feelings  to  override
other  principles  for  the  time  being.
Inevitably,  and  sadly,  I  had to  leave.
There is very little future there for non-
Orthodox Jewish professionals, and as
a woman, virtually none.  I decided to
move to Boston, the most English of
American    cities,     Jewishly    and
intellectually vibrant, and 5 - 6 hours

by  car  or  by  plane  from  Montreal,
California and England. The move was
hard,  as  I  once  again  had  to  leave  a
community in which I had felt mostly
comfortable and whose Jewish ways I
had  assimilated.  But  the  drive  is  an
easy one  and I kept close  contacts  in
Montreal. Among my friends there are
two  fellow  MCGill  students  from
England, the mother of one of whom
lives  in  Finchley.  I  do  wish  I  could
similady drive to England.

So where  do  I  feel at home?  Once
one has wandered, every place and no
place  can  feel  like  home.  Friends,  a
sense of belonging to groups, length of
days, attachment and the environlnent
and the architecture - all these make a
home.  I  guess  I  feel  like  I  have  a
temporal  home,  now  in  Boston,  a
childhood home in California, and two
loci  which  feel  like  emotional  and
spiritual  homes.  I  read  the  Jewish
Chronicle  and  the  Guardian  Weekly
and remain in regular e-mail and phone
contact with many people in England,
including   former   congregants   in
Radiett,  augmented by yearly visits.  I
often  imagine  that  I  will  return  to
England once my "girls" my two, now
elderly, collies have passed away. But
I  no  longer  feel  like  a  movement
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person.  Having  become  interested  in
postmodemism,  I  feel  as  well  like  a
post-modem, post denominational Jew.
I    like    to    dczvve7z    in    traditional
synagogues  and  will  be  a  part-time
teacher   at   a   Solomon   Schechter
Conservative day school, but will also
work  for   a  year  with   a  Reform
synagogue in New Hampshire. At my
first  service  with  them,  I  did  some
singing   and   some   chanting,   and
conducted  much  of the  service  in  a
more    traditional    manner,     with
opportunities for reading the prayers at
one's  own  pace.  As  this  Temple  is
more  traditional,  requiring j;cz7'77e#/keg
and  fcz%Jof,  it  is  a  more  comfortable
match, and is also part of a movement
whose  views  on  women,  gays,  the
envirorment, are more akin to mine. I
do  find  the  Americans  either  very
apolitical  or  na.Ive  and  unworldly,
which  is  going  to  make  sermonising
and discussions in the aftermath of the
September    llth   disaster   and   the
ongoing horror  in Israel,  challenging.
And yet, the opportunities abound here
in this large Jewish world, in ways not
possible  elsewhere.  Family  calls,  and
friends call; England calls and yet the
jobs  and the wherewithal to live is in
the USA. It remains a dilemma I
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THE ALPIIABET OF PARADISE
Howard J Cooper

Howard Cooper, Rabbi and psychotherapist, is well Jmown fior his insight into
the human condition and the religious quest. This autumn sees the publicedon
of his new book. The following is a pre-publication extract.

AVI
To see a World in a Grain of Sand

And a Heaven in a wild Flower
Hold Infinity in the palm

of your hand
And Eternity in an hour.

Beginning the journey

W ILLIAM BLAKE - POET,
visionary,mysticphilosopher,
worldly failure - wanted to

make revolutionaries of us all. He was
awed by the wonders of the everyday
and wished us to share in his vision. He
wrote  with  a  preacher's  fervour  -
though  he  seems  to  have  hated  the
fomal pieties of conventional religion
- as  if all we need to  do  is  open our
eyes  and  look,  and the world would
appear unmasked, arrayed in its glory.
But is  it that simple? Who would not
want to  look  around them -  in the
kitchen,   the   office,   the   car,   the
supermarket - and sense the wonder of
life?  Who  wouldn't  wish  to  find
mystery,  deep  meaning,  within  our
grasp and at every moment?

And  yet  it  feels  so  elusive,  this
wonder.  We  don't seem to be able to
capture awe at will. Thougb there may
be  moments  when  we  bave  had  an
intimation of what Blake is describing.
Do  you  remember  those  moments?
This  is  the beginning  of the journey.
You have kncrvn wonder.

Wonder   at   the   natural   world:
birdsong, a sunset, a field of wheat in
the  wind,  an  eclipse,  moonrise.  Or
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maybe it was the sight and smell of a
new-born baby. Or a piece of music, or
a work of art, or a kiss, or a look across
a  room  -  moments  when  your  hair
stood on end, your heart pounded, your
body registered in one way or another
that you were experiencing a moment
of wonder, of mystery, of awe (though
you  may  not  have  thought  of it  like
this).  Something  larger than you was
happening.  Something  you  could  not
control.

The world is a mystery:  a question,
not  an  answer.  Perhaps  you  experi-
enced  awe  gazing  at  the   stars;   or
through  a photo  capturing the  huge
vastness  of  the  universe,  space  and
time beyond comprehension. And you
felt  your  smallness  in  the  scheme  of
things.  Or  a  view  through  a  micro-
scope: the world of the infinitely small
as astonishing as the world of the infi-
nitely  large.  We  are  poised  between
the boundless universe outside us and
the inexhaustible cosmos within us.

And  yet  I  know  how  hard  it  is  to
make room for awe. Immersed in our
lives  -  mundane,  troubled,  complex
lives - what does it matter to us, as we
breathe  in  and  breathe  out  at  this
moment, that the one hundred trillion

cells  in  our  bodies  are  all  humming
with  life?  That  in  each  one  of them
there  are  tens  of thousands  of genes
coiled  on  every  molecule  6f DNA?
Here we are, at this midpoint between
the inexhaustibly large and the infini-
tesimally small. Scientists now say that
the  scale between us  and the  furthest
reaches of the universe, and us and the
smallest  particles  of  matter,  is  the
same.  Remarkably,  we  stand  sus-
pended,  midway  between  everything
and next to nothing.  Almost as if we
are  meant to be here,  gazing  out and
gazing in.

Wonder
There  is  a  mystery  in  your  being

here, and notjust your body with all its
awesome  complexity  but  your  mind
and  feelings  in  all  their majesty  and
individuality.    You   who    have    a
particular history, a biography as well
as a biology. You who have countless
stories  and  memories  and  intuitions
and  desires  within  you.  You  are  the
autobiography of a miracle.

That  we  are  creatures  capable  of
consciousness and speech, of love and
joy  and self-sacrifice,  of courage  and
compassion, generosity and emotional
refinement;   that   we   can   endure
suffering  or  dedicate  ourselves  to
caring for others; that we are creatures
capable  of  discriminating  between
right  and  wrong,  and  arguing  about
what these words mean, and sometimes
hating,  even  murdering,  others  who
think differently from us; that we have
all  this  potential  within  us,  potential
that   we   might   use   creatively   or
malignly - reflection on this abundance
of being can fill us with that sense of
trembling wonderment-bafflement that
we call awe.

And we can feel awe too when we
think about the evolution of our species
and what humankind has discovered it
can  do  with  the  resources  around  us
and    within    us.    Not    only    the
extraordinary  richness  and  variety  of
artistic  and cultural  achievements  but
also  the  complexity  of scientific  and
technological creativity.

But what happens when we invoke
our creativity and our special place in
the  scheme  of things?  Does  it  sound
like  special pleading on behalf of the
human  animal  that  we  are:  we  who
share 98% of our genes with apes, and
almost  as  many  with  fruitflies  and
worms?  Does  it  generate  awe  -  or
cynicism? Wonder - or sadness?

Whatever  we  make  of hunanity's
achievements  and  potential,  our  own
particular   being,    our   distinctive
unrepeatable self, remains  a profound
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puzzle. We are a mystery to ourselves.
We  are  baffled by  the  complexity  of
our physical and emotional and mental
life.  By the  fact that we are,  that we
exist,  that we  are  conscious,  sentient,
dreaming,  laughing,  crying,  playful
beings.  And  that  we  are  the  most
destructive creatures in existence.

There is a mystery in
your being here, and

not just your body
with all its awesome
complexrty but your
ryind and feelings in
all their majesty and

individeality. You
who have a

particular history, a
biography as well as
a biology. You who

have countless
stories and memories

and ihivitions and
desires within you.

You are the
autobiography Of

a miracle.

Wisdom
Our  spiritual jouney  begins  with

awe.  For  awe  is  the  beginning  of
wisdom. This is not a new insight. Al-
most three  and a half thousand years
ago  an  anonymous   Hebrew  poet,
somewhere  in  Babylon  or  Palestine,
collected together a book of wisdom,
of maxims  and quips and sayings for
everyday  use.  This  poet-philosopher,
cloaking himself in the authority of the
archetypal wise man King Solomon, has
one refrain running through his teach-
ings.   `Awe   of  the   Eternal   is  the
beginning  of knowledge. . .  the begin-
ning  of wisdom  is  one's  awe  at  the
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Eternal ...... awe at Eternity is  a lesson
in wisdom' Q'roverbs 1 :7, 9: 10,15:33).

The  Hebrew  word  for  awe,  );I.rcz,
contains (as does the English) the sense
of both `wonder'  and `fear'. How can
one  word  seem  to  point  in  opposite
directions? We can grasp this paradox
about awe from our own experiences.

When  I  reflect  with  wonder  at
human achievements such as splitting
the atom, I also tremble at the destruc-
tive potential such extraordinary feats
can  unleash.  And  the  trepidation  felt
by many at the unregulated experinen-
tation  with  genetic  engineering  or
biochemical technology illustrates that
our wonder at how scientific progress
has aided hunanity's progress is bal-
anced  by  our  fears  about  how  such
creativity could also lead to ham. And
when planes laden with fuel can turn
from being an integral part of our civi-
lisation's transport system into being a
weapon of terror, we are poised on the
boundary between wonder and fear.

Is  awe  always  a  mixed  emotion?
Does it always have a tension within it
between a sense of wonder and a fear
for the fragility of life? Maybe. Think
of the  other  side  of our  wonder  at
nature.  We  can  enjoy  natural  history
programmes   revealing   to   us   the
wonders of the deep - but oceans may
also drown us. Sunsets fade (like lives).
Babies can fall ill,  and die.  Nature  is
amoral  -  we  may  gaze  at  mountain
pecks whilst knowing that they unleash
avalanches which can snap  us  in two
like a twig.

And   when   we   turn   from   the
doublesidedness  of the  natural  world
to our own human nature, awed wonder
at what the human lnind can encompass
within itself can  dissolve  into  fearful
awe  at  the  mind's  self-evacuation
during  the  ravages  of Alzheimer's
disease.  Awe  is  not  a  sentimental
emotion.  Perhaps  it  isn't  even  an
emotion at all. Perhaps it's more a state
of mind, one in which we hold together
our imate  sense  of wonder with  our
awareness of the fragility and finitude
of all matter (including  ourselves).  Is
this  why  awe  leads  to  wisdom  -
because  it  introduces  us  to  humility
and a sense of perspective?

Mystery
If we look again at the Hebrew, we

see  we're  being  pointed  towards  a
mystery. And the mystery is rooted in
the  second  word  of  this  recurring
phrase: f4do#az. - Eternity/the Eternal.
In its  time  this  special word for  God
was  a  revolutionary  breakthrough  in
our human understanding of how life
in  the  world  held  together.  It  was  a

word made up of four Hebrew letters
which  blended  together  the  past,
present and future tenses of a verb. The
verb `to be'.

In   other   words,   the   God-word
invented by the Hebrew people in the
course  of their  history  was  a  term
which  meant   `being',   `being-and-
becoming',   `was-is-will  be',   `that
which is in the process of unfolding'.
Often   this   was   thought   of  in   a
personalised  way,  as  if  `God'  was  a
powerful parent:  `the One who was, is
and will be' , `the Eternal One' . At other
times  `God'  was understood in a less
personal,  more  abstract  way:   `that
which is Etemal'.

It  is  important  to  understand  the
Bible's  special name for the  divine if
we are to appreciate some of the ideas
widin  this  book.  Spirituality  is  very
much  an  adventure  in  extending  our
awareness of `that which is',  at every
moment and in every place. This is so
powerful  and potentially  overwhelm-
ing (and subversive) an idea that in the
past  religions  limited  `God'   into  a
mental shape that could be  controlled
(unlike   life   itselD.   Sadly,  j4do73¢z.
became  a  noun  rather  than  a  verb.
`God'  became  a  thing,  rather  than  a

process.  To be in aive of what is  and
could  be  is  a  very  different  state  of
mind from living `in fear of the Lord'
(which is how the phrase is normally
translated).

Our  translations   determine   our
thinking. When I hear that `wonder at
Eternity is the beginning of wisdom' I
experience a frisson of excitement and
challenge  far  removed  from  what
happens when I read that `the fear of
the Lord is the beginning of wisdom' . I
begin  to  see  that  a  pathway  exists
between  how  I  experience  everyday
life,  and  my  potential  for  a  deeper
experience of that life. And that within
that journey there's the possibility of a
blossoming  in  my  understanding  of
how    things    are.    This    enriched
understanding is what we once called
wisdom.

Fresh    translations,    and    fresh
understandings of old ideas, can help
to  liberate  us  from  the  confines  of
conventional  thoughts.  As  William
Blake  recognised:   `If  the  doors  of
perception  were  cleansed  everything
would   appear   to   man   as   it   is,
infhite...'  .

RABBI  HOWARD  C00PHR  I.s  a prycho-
analytic psychotherapist in private practice and
runs  the  `Exploring Spirituality'  programme  at
Finchley  Roform  Synagogue.  .The  Al:p:ha:toet  o£
Paradise:  an  A-Z  of Spiritualrty  for  Everyday
TJife.  is to be published by Darton, Longman and
Todd in November,144pp, £8.95
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WORDS, WORDS
AND MORE MEANING

Jonathan Magonet
We will never mock the Grauniad again. The last issue of 444MVA contained a glaring

error of much greater proportions than the occasional endearing typo. For reasons
that we still cannot understand Professor Alfred Moritz's second article on prayer

book reform was followed, not by Rabbi Professor Magonet's considered response but
by a repeat of the response to Professor Moritz's first article. A staggering amount of

people pointed this out, which at least offers a crumb of comfort that A44N7VI
subscribers are clearly also A44NZVA readers. Nevertheless, the error is extremely
embarrassing and we apologise both to the two Professors and to all our readers.

What follows is, hopefully, the correct piece by Rabbi Professor Jonathan Magonet,
his considered response to the article by Professor Moritz in MANNA 76.

I AM GRATEFUL TO PROFESSOR
Moritz for his response  (M76) to
my article (M75) because it raises

important questions  about the  entire
exercise of composing a prayerbook for
our time. We appear to approach the
issue  of language from two  different
perspectives  - that  of the  linguist
legitimately concerned with the nature
of language itself and the correctness
of translations, and that of the liturgist
legitimately concerned with the impact
of the  language  on the worshipper.
Sometimes   these    concerns    will
coincide, sometimes they will not.

We both seem to recognize that the
English  language  has  moved  on  so
that  the  word   `man'  has  become
problematic  as  a  term  for  expressing
the generality of human beings, male
and female, because by `including' the
concept  of women,  it  reinforces  a
subservient  role  for  them.   Clearly
something  else  should  be  substituted
for  `man'   wherever  it  is  possible,
because a word is not a neutral thing,
but  rather  a  `speech  act',  a  tangible
force  that  impacts  upon  the  way  we
think  and  act.   What  we   say  has
consequences, as indeed does the way
in which we  say it.  If the term  `man'
reinforces  the  lesser  status  of women
within  our  society,  then  we  have  a
moral  responsibility,  particularly  as
religiously   committed   people,   to
replace  it.  True,  we  must  also  re-
educate  ourselves  to  recognize  the
problem and try to see what effect our
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use of the word has. True, a prayerbook
is not likely to bring about a revolution
in society. But then we can only work
within the areas where we have direct
responsibility and power,  so  it is  `not
for us to desist from the task'.

A  second  general  point  is  worth
making.  The  old  adage  has  it that to
translate  is  to  betray  the  original
language.  How  much  the  more  so  is
some form of betrayal likely when the
original  language  comes  to  us  across
three  thousand  years  of development
and  across  several  diverse  cultures.
There are Hebrew words that simply
do  not  translate  into  English  in  any
simple way. Take feesed for example.
It     used     to     be     translated     as
`1ovingkindness'   or  `mercy'   in  an

attempt to convey a word that, at least
on  one  level,  means  the  love  and
loyalty that exist between two partners
in  a  covenantal  relationship.  That
would   be   an   awful   mouthful   to
translate each time, even assuming this
exhausted the nuances of the word in
its  different  contexts  in  Biblical  and
post-biblical literature. If we are to love
the  `Lord  our  God'  with  all  our  /ev,
does  this  mean  literally  `heart',  or
more  accurately,  `mind',  or  possibly
`intellect'   or  `emotion'?  And  7.e/esfe

can  mean  `soul',  `spirit',  `self',  `life-
force',   `appetite'   or  `desire'  within
Biblical  texts,  let  alone  what  later
Jewish,  especially  philosophical  and
mystical,  traditions  do  with  it.  Every
sentence  in  our  prayerbook  that  is

translated  from  the  Hebrew  is  an
approximation,  a  choice  of possible
meanings,  detemined  by .the  words
themselves  and  the  context  in  which
they  are  embedded.  Which  is  why
translations  differ,  and  why  they  are
coloured  on  the  one  hand  by  the
scholarly   assumptions   about   the
possible meaning of the original,  and,
especially in the  case  of a liturgy,  an
awareness  of the  audience  to  whom
they  are  addressed  and  its  perceived
needs.  A  translation  is  always  at  the
same  time  a  commentary  and  an
interpretation.  The  translator  stands
between two worlds  and must choose
which one takes priority in any given
choice of expression.

To  address  the  specific  questions
raised by Professor Moritz:
1.  Indeed it is  our intention to retain

the use  of Hebrew prayers  and of
the  Hebrew Bible  in our  services,
as  selectively  as  has  been  done
throughout  Jewish  history  and
throughout the  editing  of prayer-
books.

2.  Gender-inclusive English versions of
Hebrew prayers will inevitably differ
from literal translations - sometimes
with  considerable  latitude,  but
sometimes to be honest to the intent
of the  Hebrew.  For  example,  the
Hebrew text formerly translated as
`Man should always be  in  awe  of
heaven  in  private  as  well  as  in
public',  clearly  refers  to  `human
beings'  as  a  whole  and  not just
`men'.  If that is best expressed  in

English  by  the  word  `people',
necessitating translating the rest of
the  sentence  in the plural,  then is
that a betrayal of the Hebrew or a
legitimate expression of its intention
in another language?

3 .  Regarding the Yon Kippur 772czcfezor
passage,  I  quite  agree  with  his
reservations.  It was  an experiment
attempted some twenty years  ago
when the issue was just emerging,
as  was  noted  at  the  time  in  the
Editors ' Introduction Gage x-xi). At
least it has the merit of addressing
the problem, and in a passage set in
italics  and not intended to be read
aloud.

4.  Psalm  150  and 41;i.7ec/  A4lcz/4e73#  do
indeed provide  challenges.  In the
case of the latter the Israeli Reform
prayerbook provides  an additional
prayer  addressed  to   `sfeefafez.7eczfe
"'fror   fecz};};e7!a£'   to   balance   it

(`indwelling presence  (female)  of
God,  source  of our life'  - it loses
something  of  its  power  in  the
translation)  The  Reconstructionist
siddur,  Kol  Haneshamah  bLa.s  a.
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radical approach to Psalm 150: `Call
out to Yah in Heaven's holy place!
Boom out to  yczfe  across the firma-
ment!  Shout  out  for  yczfe,  for  all
God's  mighty  deeds!  Cry  out  for
yczfe, as loud as God is great! ' . It is a
perfectly defensible  translation  of
the  Hebrew,  using  a  different
synonym for the verb fecz/eJ in each

Nefesh ccz7? 77cecz7c
`soul,,  `spirit,,

`self ' ,  `lif e-i ;orce' ,
`appetite' or `desire'

within Biblical texts ,
lct alone what later
Jewish, especially
philosophical and
mystical, traditions

do with it.

case.  It makes  our approach  seem
positively  conservative.  Inciden-
tally,  how would Professor Moritz
translate  czvz.7zcf  773czJfe#z{  in  a  way
that was honest to the me/efafe,  cap-
tuning the  awe  and dread inspired
by  the  word  signifying,  in  this
context, both the transcendence and
judgmental powers  of a God who
commands  life and death over us,
especially at this period,  since the
`king' of our experience is a power-

less constitutional monarch?
5.  French  and  German  do  indeed

present  more   difficulties  than
English.  But that,  so  to  speak,  is
their problem,  and I would argue
that  our  greater  freedom  in  this
matter   gives   us   even   greater
opportunities  and responsibilities.
Nevertheless    the   two-volume
edition   of   Forms   of   Prayer,
masterfully translated into German
by Dr Armette Boeckler,  does  use
inclusive language throughout.

6.  Without question Hebrew does not
allow gender-inclusive language -
hence the need to utilise  feminine
terms  like  s%e#%z.7!cz¢  to  represent
female  aspects  of the  deity,  even
though this raises a number of other
issues. But what does the masculine
orfemininegenderofaHebrewword
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actually mean, since every word has
a  masculine  or  feminine  form,
irrespective  of its meaning?  Some
Hebrew words have both masculine
and feminine  forms  (for example
sfe¢7!czfe, year, in Psalm 90 -compare
verse 4 and 15 -and)/o773, day, in the
same Psalm compare verses  12 and
15). A man's  `eyes',  `ears',  `hands'
and  `1egs'  are  feminine,  as  are  a
woman's, while a woman's `arm' is
masculine,  as  is  a  man's.  Which
suggests that the Biblical language
operates on its own internal rules, not
all of which are to be understood in
the   gender  terms   that   we   are
addressing here.

7. Nevertheless this concluding ques-
tion is perfectly legitimate,  at least
from a linguistic point of view, even
if the proposed solution is somewhat
drastic. The introduction of the rna-
triarchs  into  the  Hebrew text,  the
feminine form of certain words pro-
vided in the moming blessings, are
at least attempts to address the mas-
culine orientation of the Hebrew text.
But  such  additions  are  not  unlike

the  attempt  to  introduce  more  uni-
versalistic language by adding phrases
like `and all the world'  onto blessings
that have a particularistic ending. They
represent sensitivity to  a problem but

do  not,  of themselves,  offer  a  fully
satisfactory  solution.  Nevertheless,  at
least the existence of an English trans-
lation that allows for greater personal
identification with the prayers, while
it  highlights  the  occasional  disparity
between the Hebrew and the English,
does  at least open  a door to  personal
engagement with the prayerbook in the
native   language   of  most   of  our
congregants.

It would be  a pity  if our  concerns
about  the  prayerbook  were  to  be
limited to the issue of language alone,
however important it may be. Liturgies
address  many  dimensions  of contem-
porary Jewish experience and represent
a public forum for examining, express-
ing  and  challenging  our  identity  as
Jews,  our  value  systems,  our  under-
standing and experience of God acting
in  the  lives  of  our  people  and  our
individual  selves,  our  relations  with
other  Jews  and  other  peoples,  our
hopes and our fears. It includes wrest-
ling with our inherited tradition in its
richness and its  flaws,  and seeking to
take responsibility for what we believe
and  what  values  we  espouse.  Let  us
have the debate and reservations about
what has been done, but above all, let
us  hear  creative   solutions  to  the
issues I
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GUIDANCE

A:s:w!;OST::enAr;qo?ee::¥;e:
have never considered myself artistic
and was completely computer illiterate.
But I love a challenge, was flattered to
be asked, arlned myself with computer
books  and  sat  down  to  learn.  Three
hours  later my head was  spinning.   I
could   not   do   this   on   my   own.
Undeterred I enrolled myself on html
and Photoshop courses.

When I arrived at the html course I
understood I was to be in a class of other
beginners. In reality, I found myself in
a room with  eight people,  all  doing
different  computer  courses,  most  of
them experienced.  I was given a huge
tome, plonked in front of a computer
and told that by ploughing through the
book,  within  a  week  I  would  be
designing  html  pages.  I  lasted three
days, culminating in one of my teachers
screaming at me,  grabbing the mouse
from my hand, phoning my boss  and
complaining that I had no idea what I
was doing.

At  the  Photoshop  course  I  fared
better.  The teacher was  charismatic,
was  amused by my  initial  fear  and
incompetencebutrespectedthefactthat
I must have a brain and had a serious
task to achieve. I completed the course
and designed the website.   I still have
not leant html, still have much to lean,
but am eager to continue, have cured
my fear of computers and no longer feel
like an idiot.
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Miri Lawrence
`The Way Into' series which includes
The Way into Torah by Norman J
Cohen, The Way Into Jewish Prayers
by Lawrence A Hoffman, The Way
into Encountering God in Judaism by
Neil Ginman, The way Into Jewish
Mystical Tradition  by  Lawrence
RTITshner, Jewish   Lights Publishing,
Woodstock, Vermont,  2001/2,  $21.95
per vol., h.b.

The experience taught me firstly that
one can look totally competent in one
situation and in another as though one
has left one's brains outside the door,
only to be collected on exit. Secondly,
it  taught  me  that  no  matter  how
intelligent a person is, in a new situation
we can feel totally unskilled. Third, it
reaffimed the importance  of a good
teacher.

Many Jews,  especially those enter-
ing  a  synagogue  for the  first time,
express  feelings  of incompetence  and
inadequacy.  Many  Jews  are  over-
whelmedbytheirlackofknowledgebut
do not quite know what to do about it.

InJanuary1wenttoAmericatoleam
more   about   the   British   Reform
Movement's Living Judaism initiative.
One of the many areas that left a lasting
impressiononmewastheneedforadult
leaning and literacy. In particular, the
point was made time and again that we
put all our energies into educating our

children  at the  expense  of educating
ourselves.

Synagogues   were   accused   of
becoming bar mitzvah factories that
championed paediatric Judaism whilst
neglecting  adult  literacy.  As  Rabbi
Lawrence Hoflinam explains to us:

"Since the  1950s,  moreover,  when

suburbanites with baby-boom children
determined  synagogue  agendas,  we
have  been  marketing  especially  to
children.  Nobody  anticipated  a time
when  those  children,  now  parents
themselves, might need answers to adult
anxieties  like  broken marriages,  the
proliferation  of cancer,  community
disintegration and an anxious quest for
meaning.  Who would have predicted
that we would live,  as  we  do,  in the
third  great religious  revival  in North
American  history:  mega  churches
thrive,  the religious  right is  rampant,
books   on   God   become   surprise
bestsellers. We have grown up, we have
grown  older;  we  have  sobered  into
adulthood."

He continues:
"If    we     still     esteem     Plato,

Shakespeare  and  Beethoven,  it  is
because they directed their genius  at
adults.  We  should value Judaism too,
but only if it defies being reduced to a
comic-book plot line  or an hour-long
youth-group   program.   Consumer
synagogues  which  still  market  to
children so as to attract their parents but
provide   nothing   for   the   parents

contiroued on next page
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themselves,  except  what  they  get
vicariously through their children, will
eventually  lose  both  parents  and
children."    (Lawrence  Hoffman  -
Imagine  A  Syriagogue  for  the  21st
Centny).

The Living Judaism initiative and a
number   of  projects   in   America
including  synagogue  2000  are  doing
much  to  move  adult  literacy  and
learning beyond the elementary and to
make the synagogue a haven of Jewisb
leaming for all ages.

As part of this policy, Jewish Lights
Publishing are issuing a series of books
aimed at adults to provide them with
the skill required to feel competent and
inspired towards further learning.  Its
publishersdescribethe`Wdylnto'sCries
as  a guided tour of the Jewish faith,
people, history and beliefs.  So far two
volumes have been published - 77ze Wrey
J73fo ro7.¢fe by Norman J. Cohen and 77!e
VIky Into Jewish Prayer by I+a]wrenee
A. Hoffinan. A third book, Z7!e Wrcz)/ J7cto
Jewisfe A4j;sfz.cism by Rabbi Lawrence
Kushner whom we met in America is
on  its  way.  In  total  there  are  to  be
fourteen  volumes,  which  will  be
completedoverthenextthreeyears.The
publishers believe that these books will
enable  readers  to  understand  and
interact with sacred texts  and achieve
"a real sense of Jewish cultural literacy

through guided study."
Lawrence  Hoffman's  Way  Into

Jewish Prayer is a comprehensive guide
to where, why and how we pray, how
Jewish liturgy developed and how we
can enhance our own personal prayer.
It demonstrates to the reader how to
become "a prayerful person", how to
recognise  and use  opportunities  for
prayer and blessing. Hofinan explores
the  differences  between  fixed  text
prayer and spontaneous  prayer.  The
volume also examines our understand-
ing of God and how the rabbis grappled
with the way to appropriately address
God,  using human  language  whilst
recognising that God is beyond descrip-
tion.

I  loved Hoffinan's book. Not only
does  it explain clearly and intricately
the origins and structure of our liturgy;
it also clarified the role of the s%cz/I.czch
tsz.bbc/r, the service leader, the rabbi and
the cantor. He explains all Hebrew temis
not only translating them but also giving
the different ways they are pronounced.
Moreover,  Hoffroan examines prayer
from all angles of Jewish observance.
He shows no preference for orthodox
or liberal Judaism. It is a book for all
Jews no matter what synagogue they
attend. I would have liked to have read
this book years ago. The information he
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gives   can   transform   a   person's
experience of attending a synagogue
service.

Norman Cohen's volume,  772e  Wtz)/
J72£o ro7iczfe, is an attempt to explore the
origins and development of Torah, the
importance of Torah study and how to
engage in. Torah study.  Cohen assures

"Tsei u'1emad" cz7ie

the Hebrew words
for `go and study'.

Many Of us have
heard the words Of

Hillel "TThat is
hated iud to you, do not
do to you neighbour
That is the whole Of
Torah. The rest is

corrmentary.  Now
go and study"

the reader that we can connect Torah
to  our lives today and overcome  our
own  anxieties  and examine  ourselves
through  the  lives  of  our  biblical
ancestors:

"By leaning how we can immerse
ourselves in the Jewish people's sacred
stories,  whether  we  view  them  as
divinely given  or as  the product  of
inspired human beings we can gain a
sense  of our  own  baffling  human
dramas  from a Jewish perspective.  In
turn this can affect our lives and the
priorities we adopt."

Cohen's  book is  a comprehensive
guide to the wider meaning of Torah,
and how Jewish survival is dependent
on its study. Like Hoffroan he gives his-
torical background, whilst emphasising
new insights from the modem age. It is
filled  with  beautiful  7#z.drczsfez.772,  and
encouragement to find teachers, study
partners  and  groups  for  learning.
Whilst I found Hoffroan's book inspir-
ing and empowering, I finished Norman
Cohen's feeling bewildered. I felt that
if I were new to Torah study, I would
not quite know where to begin,  since
the wealth of literature referred to by
Cohen  is  not  easily  accessible  to  all.

What I felt Cohen highlighted was the
need to have opportunities for study, the
resources available  and the quality of
teacbers to discuss Midrash and Talmud
with, and dynamic groups to help gain
relevance from our ancient heritage.

And that returns me to the problem
with which I started. These books are a
superb   `Way  Into'.  They  provide
information ained to give committed,
intelligent adults a feeling of confidence
about their Jewish knowledge. What
they cannot provide,  is the personal
drive  and  enthusiasm  we  need  to
transform  Judaism  into   a  living,
breathing  venture.  These  volumes
inform, guide and stimulate but their
authors do not believe the journey ends
there. As Cohen explains:

"Today we  live  in the  expanding
world  of the  internet  and  distance
education, in which individuals can gain
access to leaming opportunities while
sitting in the isolation and privacy of
their homes,  never  having  to  meet
fellow    students    or   teachers    in
person. . .many adult learners are quite
comfortable    with    this    kind    of
individualized  experience because  it
helps them overcome any feelings they
may   have   of   anxiety   and   self
doubt. . .This feeling of embalfassment
at a lack of knowledge is surely shared
bymostadultswhentheybegintostudy.
They will do anything to conceal their
perceived ignorance, which they feel
acutely as they relate to  others who
seem to be more knowledgeable.

But this  attitude  and approach  is
alien to what Judaism is all about. At
the centre of traditional Jewish learning
is  the  chczvre/fcz%,  one's  study partner,
from the word chczver, meaning friend.

hdeed Judaism teaches us that we
have much to  learn from each other,
even  rabbis  and  teachers  from  their
students. As Rabbi Chanina stated:

"I  have  learned  much  from  my

teachers, more so from my colleagues,
and most of all  from my  students."
a3abylonian Talmud Makkot 10a).

So how do we make the next step
on our journey towards adult literacy?
In the  States we  learnt  about many
excellent  programmes.  Among  the
many resources we were given, was a
large   folder  from  the  Union   of
American  Hebrew  Congregations
(UAHC)  entitled  `UAHC  literary
initiatives' . It contained a treasure chest
of ways to enrich our Jewish lives with
study.  It  begins  with  the  following
premise:"rsez.  a£ 'Jemczd"  are  the  Hebrew

words for `go and study'. Many of us
have heard the words of Hillel ``lvhat
is  hateful  to you,  do  not  do  to  your
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neighbour. That is the whole of Torah.
The rest is commentary  Now go and
study"  (Babylonian Talmud Shabbat
31a).

In order to meet this challenge the
resource  guide  provides  models  and
studypassagesforarangeofoccasions.
It   opens   with   study  passages   to
colnmence  committee meetings,  as  a
reminder that even when we discuss
"synagogue  business"  there  is  an

opportunity for leaning and a reminder
of why we are there. There is a superb
section entitled "family  Shabbat table
talk" which offers home study material
on the weekly portion to "enhance the
celebration of Shabbat". This includes
a summary of the Torah portion with a
corresponding    commentary    and
questions,  and ends with brief factual
information  about  Jewish  life  and
tradition,  plus  in  depth reading  of a
single  line  of text  from  the  Torah
portion,   including   questions   and
suggestions  for  family  discussions.
Each topic ends with a ``why not try?"
Which offers  families practical  ideas
based  on  lessons  found in the Torah
portion.

The examples are endless. There is
rortzz fecz)/z.773 - living Torah - a weekly

guide to the parashah that can be used
in the synagogue, home or school and a

Jewish   parent  page   which   gives
information  on Jewish holidays  and
customs. This is a comprehensive piece
including blessings, prayers, historical
background information and creative
suggestions, recipes, related web sites
and bibliographies to enable families to
enjoy festivals  in the most enriching
way they can. There is a bulletin for
Jewish  educators,  including  lessons,
guides  and resources. And there  are
many other examples. All of these are
accessible to all of us on the Internet or
by  email.  htty:/UAHC.org.  But  the
information found there is not for the
private solitary study that Cohen finds
alien to  Judaism.    Instead it contains
formats for group programmes.

Together,    the    Jewish    Lights
Publishing  "Way  Into  Series",  the
UAIIC website, plus the resources and
programmes we already have to hand
in this country give us many of the tools
required to accelerate adult leaming and
literacy in Reform Judaism. Now what
we need to do is breathe life into Living
Judaism by using the resources we have
so  readily  to  hand,  to  enthuse  our
congregants.  There  is  no  practical
reason why  adult Jewish  education
cannot be of the same high quality as
other areas into which we put time and
effort.

Hoffroan explains:
``Outside the synagogue, continuing

education has become big business, as
all across the continent people eurol in
college courses, elder hostels, and even
vacations that promise to expand the
mind. Yet synagogue goers carmot get
beyond the elementary.

How is this possible for a religion
whose single most distinctive quality is
the  promise  that  God  speaks  to  us
through study? A synagogue 2000 will
be a place of learning for people of all
ages. It will invite us to grow through
Jewish discovery at every stage of life."

Uhlike the adult required to enter the
computer  age,  this  is  not  a  new
phenomenon for us. We are not being
asked to master new skills.  Study and
prayer,  as  illustrated by  Cohen  and
Hoffinan, have always been integral to
Jewish vitality and survival.   Nothing
has changed in that respect. What has
changed is the recognition that if we as
adults neglect this obligation we could
lose a valuable heritage through no fault
but our our I

RABBI MIRI LAWRENCE  !.s cr gr¢dwczfe o/
Leo Baeck College and formerly Rabbi Of Ealing
Liberal synagogue.  She has recently worked as
Director  of  Education  at  Wimbledon  and
District Rofbrm Synagogue. She also works as a
graphics  designer.
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FOSTERINC
CHAT L.NES

John Battle

NEWS   OF   THE   LATEST
surveys of religious practice in
the  UK  is  always  headlined

"decline". The detail reveals this not to

be  true.  All  faith  communities  are
actually  holding  or  increasing  their
regular committed attendees.  Still the
general tone remains one of "keep your
religion to yourself", "pray if you want
to but only in secret" and "don't let your
faith interfere with anybody else's life".
This privatisation of faith practice stops
religious  communities being regarded
as  capable  of making any  significant
contribution to the social, economic and
political realities of the times.

Yet Britain is now home to people
of  nearly  all  of  the  world's  major
faiths. It has a greater diversity of faith
corrmunities than any other nation in
Europe. None of the major traditions -
Christian,  Jewish  or  Muslim  -  is
numerically in decline. While we await
the results  of the 2001  Census,  recent
assimilated  figures  suggest  that  there
are  5.8m  Christians,   1.5m  Muslims,
300,000    Jews,    550,000    Hindus,
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500,000   Sikhs,   150,000  Buddhists,
25,000 Jains,  10,000 Zoroastrians, and
7,000 Baha'is  in Britain.  We have an
extraordinarily  rich  and  diverse  faith
community  base.  But  one  of the  key
questions  for the  21St  Century  Britain
of the  future  is  in  what  capacity  do
faith   communities   have   to   work
together on developing common values
through common actions, contributing
to shaping the society in which we all
live?

I start out from my home base in the
city of Leeds - over three quarters of a
lnillion  people,  and  in  the  wedge  of
inner  city  stretching  out  in  a  south
westerly  direction  towards  Bradford,
which  I  represent  in  Parliament,  you
find a full range of Christian churches
and  chapels,  a  Si]ch  temple,  a  Hindu
temple, and a Mosque. There are Jains,
Zoroastrians,  a few Buddhists,  one or
two Baha'is and a fair few members of
the Jewish community - though their
synagogues  are  located  elsewhere  in
the city. Are we capable in Leeds West,
of working  together  to  draw  on  the

resources of our faith communities, not
just personally and individually, but as
communities, to improve the quality of
life and build supportive relationships
in our neighbourhoods?

In  June  last  year,  well  before  the
events of llth September, I was asked
by the  Prime Minister to  work  in an
informal background way as an extra
channel  of  communication  between
himself, and through him the whole of
government, and all the faith commu-
nities  at  every  level.  The  aim was  to
see what more could be done to build
on the  hterfaith Act of Commitment
made in the Houses of Parliament on
3rd January 2000.  Faith leaders jointly
spelled   out   their   Shared   Act   of
Reflection as a Millennium Statement:

"In a world  scarred by the  evils  of

war, racism, injustice and poverty, we
offer this j oint Act of Commitment. As
we look to our shared future we commit
ourselves, as peoples of many faiths, to
work together  for the  common  good,
uniting  to  build  a  better  society,
grounded in the values  and ideals we
share:  community,  personal  integrity,
a  sense  of right  and wrong,  learning,
wisdom  and  love  of truth,  care  and
compassion, justice and peace, respect
for one  another,  for the  earth  and its
creatures.

We commit ourselves  in a spirit of
friendship  and  cooperation  to  work
together,  alongside  all  who  share  our
values and ideals to help to bring about
a better world now and for generations
to come."

This interfaith statement, this vision,
this  manifesto  belongs  to  the  faith
communities themselves - and it is up
to  them to  carry  it forward.  It is  not
the job  of Goverrment or politicians
or   civil   servants,   however   well
intentioned,  but of faith  communities
themselves  to  set  up,  develop  and
strengthen  interfaith  dialogue.  But  it
is helpful to know if there are govern-
mental  or  administrative  blockages,
barriers,   or   hurdles   to   the   free
expression  of  faith  communities  to
work and worship, whether as separate
communities - or together. It needs to
be  at  least  asked  whether  there  are
adequate  channels  of communication
between  faith  communities  and  the
sources of power and decision-making
in our wider society at all levels.

My  meetings  and  visits  across  the
whole  range  of faith  communities  in
Britain  have  highlighted  -  both  at  a
national  and  local  level- that  we  are
not  starting  from  scratch.  Part  of my
work  has  simply  been to  carry  out  a
mapping  exercise,  learning  what  and
where faith communities are up to, and
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then to  assess what interfalth work is
being done, and in some cases has been
going  on  for years  in  our towns  and
cities,  again  at  all  levels.  In  1987 the
pioneering UK Interfaith Network was
set   up    to    encourage    increasing
understanding between and about faith
communities.  There  is  a  Council  of
Christian  and  Jews  that  has  been
patiently  and  thoroughly  working  to
build  relationships  for  more  than  50
years  in the  UK.  Again much  of the
foundational  work  has  already  been
done - and work on the development
of a maturer relationship is underway.
The   Three   Faiths   Forum   brings
together Christians, Muslims, and Jews
to  address  contemporary  issues  and
develop a common response.

There   are   well   over   100   local
interfaith initiatives in the UK ranging
from  informal  groups  or networks  to
more formally representative Councils
of Faiths ensuring that leaders of dif-
ferent faith communities at least meet
regularly. What is encouraging is how
well local interfaith groups know each
other and get on - witnessing in prac-
tice a capacity to work together.  The
existing networks are models for other
towns and cities to work with as they
develop for themselves. There are also
increasing  numbers  of regional  inter-
faith  forums,  building  up  from  local
level initiatives. In other words much is
and has been going on. The only caveat
is how often local leaders move on up to
the  next  level  -  and  inevitably  away
from  the  local  action,  where  constant
rebuilding  of networks,  relationships
and local communities is vital.

Nor has  nothing been  going  on  in
Goverrment to acknowledge Britain' s
interfaith dimensions. The Inner Cities
Religious  Council  was  set  up  by  the
last   Conservative   Government  to
ensure  faith cormunity voices  had a
say  in  policy-making  at  the  Depart-
ment  of the  Environment.  Interfaith
practitioners,  such  as  Revd  Chris
Beales,  Revd  David  Randolph-Horn
and  Revd  David  Rayner,  have  been
seconded to the Department to link the
Inner  Cities  Religious  Council  to  the
workings of Government. It is current-
ly  chaired  by  the  Minister,  Tony
MCNulty  MP,  who  is  giving  it  his
energy  and  drive.  In  1999  in  associ-
ating with the  Inner  Cities  Religious
Council, the Department published the
filsit ever Local Interfaith Guide . Morre
rec;ed:ly , Gu:idelines Of Good Practice
for  Local  Authorities  were  prodrced
for the Local Goverrment Association
- particularly relevant in the light of
the  Cantle  and  Denham  Reports  on
last  year's  tensions  in  some  of  our
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cities. Not  so  well known is the  fact
that  18  local  authorities now employ
"interfaith workers" - a new acknow-
ledgement  of faith  communities  and
their  contribution to  the  development
of the wider local communities.

But  central  and  local  government
initiatives   can   only   assist   good
inter faith   relations.   They   cannot
flourish if they are not underpinned by
a climate of equality and justice in our
wider society, where there is  equality
of  opportunity  and  legal  protection
against discrimination. And education,
including  "citizenship  education"  -

TThat is encouraging
is how well local

inerfuith groups know
each other and get on

-witnessing in

practice a capacity to
work together.

and notjust for our children -is crucial.
A responsible media also have a role to
play if faith communities are genuinely
to  have the  space to breathe,  flourish
and contribute to liberating society.

Too regularly, faith communities are
regarded  as  part  of,  if not  all  of the
problem.  We  need  to  start  by  rein-
forcing the positive premise that faith
communities  can be part of the  solu-
tion,  can  be  liberating,  helping  us  to
become  human  beings,  to  become
brothers and sisters, sharing a belief in
human  fallibility  yet  holding  a  com-
mon  respect  for human  life  -  in  the
context of a wider perspective of the
Creator. We therefore need constantly
to  tackle  crude  stereotypes,  challenge
wrong  and  simplistic  misrepresen-
tations and work at getting to know the
history of each of our faith communities
and their traditions in some detail. We
usually lack knowledge of the history,
depth and traditions of other faiths - a
lack that can be addressed by personal
contacts  and shared experiences.  This
year,  the  travelling  exhibition  of
Judaism  that  I  visited  in  Reading
Library  was  an  excellent  example  of
explaining  and  communicating.  It
needs to be displayed in every library.
The faith cormunities themselves then
have a real challenge ahead to deepen
their  work  to  bring  about  a  greater
understanding and respect.

Two  things  that  I  have  leant  this

year   stand   out.   Firstly,   that   any``interfaith"  work  depends  on  the

starting point of deepening your own
understanding of your own tradition -
not  jettisoning  it.   As  the  scholar
Anthony O'Mahoney puts it, "Lack of
honesty under the pretext of openness
leads   to   no   dialogue   or  to   sham
agreements. We camot put our faith in
parenthesis  in  order  to  connect  with
others'   faith."  For  me,  it  is  not  a
"sociology of religions" course, nor a

chameleon-like   fitting   in   to   the
surroundings -but about leaming from
others   how   to   become   a   better
practising Roman Catholic member of
my  own  local  community.  Secondly,
in the 21St Century we are discovering
that  the  local  is  now  more  intensely
global,  and the  global more  intensely
local.  What happens  elsewhere in the
world  affects  the  relationships  in  our
streets   and   neighbourhoods.   The
Kashmir crisis, for example, is a local
matter  for  my  Muslim  and  Hindu
neighbours  at  home  in  Armley.  As
London' s Bishop RIchard Chartres has
commented  on  this  paradox,  "once
homogeneous  cultures  are  becoming
plural    and    once    geographically
concentrated  faith  communities  are
becoming displaced around the world."

In terms of basic community build-
ing, tolerance camot just mean living
silently next  door to  people  we  hope
will  soon  move  away.  Relationships
between  neighbours  matter.  Faith
comlnunities  can  help  to  build  those
relationships,  and contribute to  social
inclusion  and  regeneration  strategies
and neighbourhood renewal.

As Tony Blair said in his speech to
the   Global   Ethics   Foundation   at
Tuebingen  University two  years  ago,
"Religions can help to make our com-

munities  into  communities  of values.
The   inevitability  of  globalisation
demands a parallel globalisation of our
best ethical values;  not a distilling  or
unnecessary  uniformity  of the  rich
values that make up our colrmunities
of faith. But the basic premises of our
faiths, solidarity, justice, peace and the
dignity of the human person are what
we need in the age of globalisation. It
is when the winds blow strongest that
you need deep roots.  When we know
we are not alone, we can face the fu-
ture without fear" .

JOHIN  BA:TTLE   trained fior  the  Catholic
priesthood but opted fior pohics. He was elected
Councillor in heeds in 1980 and Labour MP fior
heeds West in 1987, and served as an Energy and
then a Foreign Office Minister. In June 2001 he
was  asked by Tory Blair to act as  an iriformal
channel  Of communication between  government
and faith communities in Britain.
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Sir,

I
ORIGINALS

HAVE BEEN READING WITH
increasing  sorrow  the  dispute
between  Professors  Moritz  and

Magonet   about   gender   inclusive
language. May I suggest an answer?

As  I  understand  it  the  Hebrew
Names  for God are not to be  altered,
only the translation. Why translate the
untranslatable?  In  reality  there  is  no
English  equivalent  for  Adonai  or
Elohim  so  leave them to  stand in the
English  without  translation.  There  is
ample    precedent    (even    outside
Orthodox Prayer Books), do we speak
of  Purim   (or  Lots),   Shavuot   (or
Weeks),  Succot  (or  Booths),  do  we
have Seder (or Order), Bat Mitzvah (or
daughter of the Covenant)? The list is
endless. Maybe we can take a leaf out
of  the  Koran:  Allah  is  rendered  in
English as. . . AIlah I

(Judge) Justin Philips
Stanmore, Middr

NAME CALLING
sk:o?:1:a,T=G::!t::Eucbfm¥;L::£:H:

women,  do feel side-lined. To redress
thisanewtranslationemployinggender
inclusive language is to be thoroughly
welcomed.  So  the  following  termi-
nological  points  are  a  response  to
Jonathan Magonet's call for construc-
tive suggestions.  (A4:4NZ\L4 No.75/6).

In the  Biblical text when Adam is
used, in preference to ish/man the text
is generally being gender inclusive. So
when the Hebrew uses  `Adam'  as  on
page 48, the translation should not be`Man  should  always  be  in  awe  of
heaven...'  but  `Every  person  should
always  be...'(  Page  49)  Quite  fre-
quently Biblical Hebrew uses ish/man
to imply each individual. Q7or example
Ex.12:22,  Lev.24:15)  In  translation
`ish' can usually be translated as `each

individual'.
This however leads directly to the

question of how to translate the third
person  singular,  which  currently  is
translated as `he' and `his'. In his book
`Soul  Prints'  Mark  Gafiii  adopts  the

practice  of using the  female  form  as
the norm, replacing `he' with `she' and
`his'   with   `hers'.   Following   this

practice the alnended passage on page
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49  would read:'  Every person should
always be in awe of heaven in private
as well as in public. She should tell the
truth and speak it in her heart' .

Turning the table  in this  way may
seem to  gain little,  merely  distancing
men  rather  than  women.  However  I
think a case can be made for using the
feminine form as norm, especially in a
Jewish Prayer book.  Since  communal
worship has been an almost exclusively
male preserve for so many centuries, a
man reading a prayer text employing
the  female  norm  would  know  -from
long  experience-  that  he  was  being
addressed.   By   contrast   a  woman
reading  a  prayer  text  employing  the
male noim can have no such assurance.
Even so this tuning of the table will no
doubt be regarded as too radical.  So I
would   suggest   that   over   all   the
feminine   form   `she'   be   used   as
frequently as the masculine form `he',
rather  than  using  some  awkward
combination such as sthe.

Wherever  possible  gender  neutral
nouns  should  be  used,  so  ancestors
rather than fathers,  God as  Sovereign
rather than King and possibly as Parent
rather than Father.

The  welcome  addition  of the  four
matriarchs to the three patriarchs is not
because the former were wives of the
latter, for then Bilhah and Zilpah would
need to be included, but because each
played a key part in the founding of the
family  Israel,  and  their  stories  have
much to teach us. This being so, their
names should not be tagged on to the
established trio,  or twinned with each
(a practice that would make their in-
clusion secondary). Rather they should
on occasion be named before the patri-
archs.  Similarly,  since  word  order  is
always important, we sbould speck of
women  and  men,  wife  and  husband,
daughter and  son until  such formula-
tions  are  as  familiar  as  the  more
customary reverse order.

I think the yod-heh-vav-heh Divine
Name should be consistently signalled
in  the  translation,  and  not  varied
according  to  context  as  in the  exam-
ples  given  from  the  Pilgrim  Festival
book.  Traditional  inteapretation  and
practice has lent this Name particular
associations  and  importance,  and  the
reader of the English should be made
aware   when   the   Name   is   being
employed.  Such awareness is likely to
be absent if the translation varies.

So   what   then   should   be   the
consistent  signalling  of  the  Name
based on beingness? Not Lord,  for as
Jonathan  Magonet  notes  this  is  a
masculine  term.  Observant  Jews  use
HASIHM/The  Name.  This  term  has

the merit of reminding.the reader that
this is the Nalne that is not pronounced,
and it is a gender neutral term.  Some
may object to Hashem simply because
observant  Jews  use  it.  At  best  this
objection seems to be illogical and at
worst it is discriminatory I

Pauline Frankenberg
Newcastle

Sir'

I
EIGHT WIVES

N CONNECTION VITH ADAPTING
the liturgy to the needs of women,
Rabbi Professor Jonathan Magonet

asks  with  which  biblical  figures  a
woman  could  identify.  My  own  em-
pathy is with Hagar,  and with Bilhah
and Zilpah. All three  were  surrogate
mothers in circumstances not of their
choosing and all  bore  sons  to  either
Abraham or Jacob. Why, then, do their
names not appear in the Reform Prayer
Book?Becausetheywerebondwomen?

Hagar's  situation  was  particularly
tragic. When she was pregnant, she was
treated harshly by Sarah and fled into
the wildemess,  and after her son was
born,  both  were  sent  away  into  the
wildemess.  On  both  occasions,  an
angel of God spoke to Hagar.

Then there was Keturah. We are told
little about her, other than that she bore
Abraham six sons.

Some  may think that to  commem-
orate  eight  wives  every  time  the
patriarchs are mentioned would unduly
lengthen the service.  But if we really
want to achieve justice, we need to do
more than play happy families.

The alternative is to leave the liturgy
unchanged I

Ursula Springer
London, NW5

...ANt>
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Jll#4o`J''UST ONE LINE IN TIE ACRES
of print devoted to the latest rattling
of teacups over Chief Rabbi Sacks -

at the time of writing it was his agonis-
ing over Israel - made me jump out of
my skin. For anyone who has seen nei-
ther JC nor Guardian for some weeks -
and can anyone really be that wise or that
lucky ? - I recall that a group of high
powered worthies went to carpet Sacks
after he had told the Guardiah that some
daily events in Israel made him "very
uncomfortable" as a Jew. "At the meet-
ing," the JC reported, "Rabbi Sacks was
asked whether he had taken advice be-
fore giving the interview to The Guard-
ian."  I had to read that sentence thrice
before I believed it. Talce advice before
he gives one of his elegant Radio Four
God  Spot  broadcasts?  Or  writes  ,  or
preaches, or munches a cream cake after
a milchig supper?

I  hope  rabbis  are  not beyond  listen-
ing, or even asking. I remember asking
for advice after one of my sermons, be-
cause  of the  stupor  rather  the  stir  it
caused  ,and  all  those  bored  faces  that
still haunt me. "Monty, what was wrong
with  that  sermon  on  Friday  night,"  I
asked one of my senior congregants. And
with  his  unfailing  kindness  and  incor-
ruptible  honesty  he  replied:  "Wrong?
Wrong? Nothing was wrong with it. You
just went on too long. Twenty minutes."
And I hope I have lived by the implied
advice ever since.

On the whole,  are rabbis not paid to
give advice, rather than ask for it every
time they get out of bed or open their
mouth?

The  anonymous  communal  leader
who asked Sacks that question must have
had a stack of courage. Or an iceberg of
contempt.

#

IHAVE A TERRIBLE  CONFESSION
to make - too  grave even to have
been included in my Yom Kippur AI

Cheyt. I know Gerald Kaufroan. What is
worse, I like Gerald Kaufinan.

That  eccentricity  is  due  not  only  to
the fact that once upon a long time past
we were colleagues on the sine tabloid
newspaper. Then, as now, he was slightly
reserved, but thoroughly decent and per-
sonally  kind.  And  his  integrity,  on  a
scale of one to 100, would regularly soar
off the scale to  150.
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Every so often, he would vanish from
view. He was on a secret mission from
Harold  Wilson,  then  Britain's  prime
minister to Levi Eshkol, his Israeli op-
posite  number.  In  those  critical  days
before and immediately after the six day
war of June 1967 this country still had
some  clout  both  in  the  international
arms trade and in the politics of the Mid-
dle  East.  And  Kaufinan's  contribution
to Israeli history will merit more than a
footnote.

Just one thing does puzzle me.  As I
remember,  he  was- never the  most  ob-
servant of Jews. More important, he is
thoroughly  modem  and  liberal  in  his
social  and  philosophical  thinking.  So
what  is  he  doing  in  a  fundamentalist,
orthodox shool? Would he not be much
more  at  home  in  a  progressive  syna-
gogue,  where  no  one  would  have
threatened him on the Days of Awe? Or
so I fervently hope.

#

HERR RABBINER" SAID TIIE
switchboard operator in awed
tones, "a call for you." With that

she put through the Lubavitcher Rebbe.
Not Menachem Mendel Schneerson - I
have no powers as a medium - but his
currentBerlinrepresentative."1havetwo
young New York rabbis here," he told
me, "and they would like to visit your
community."Thatwasjustwhatlneeded
to help me bring modem Judaism to
Russian migrants.

I found out from one of our adminis-
trators  that  they  had  been  the  year
before. What did they do here, I asked.
"They put tefillin on me," he said. And
as he told me about it, this big man in
his late thirties was seized by a fit of the
uncontrollable  giggles  he  thought  he
had left behind in his mid teens.  That
did not make the two young men's visit
totally  pointless.  Back  in  New  York
they were going into the records as hav-
ing spent their summer holidays nobly
taking their gospel and tefillin to every
state  in  East  Gemany.  Which  in turn
will help their fundraisers prise millions
more  dollars  out  of their  backers  for
more such barren package tours.

i*

HOW     ENVIABLE     AND
undiminished  remains  Tony
Blair's  power to  fashion  the

memorable phrase. Five years after "The
People's Princess` -remember Diana? -
came his New Year message with ``.the
evocative sound of the Shofar". What a
flash of genius, I thought, as I blew lnine

a few days later, only to hear a sound that
evoked in me the mortifying thought that
I had not practised enough.#

#

W:fow¥ct#dBd::::::c:as€Eicl:a:
They were offering to drive me back to
Jerusalem from the West Bank settlement
where I had spent a serene mid-summer
Shabbat with them. They always took the
43  road through Arab  areas,  they  ex-
plained, just to make  a political point.
The  inconvenient  thought  whisked
through my mind that back home I had a
congregation to care for as well as friends
I loved, two books to  finish and three
others to start, and I have Manna. None
of which are the most compelling reasons
to go on living, but like the eight year
old BMW in my drive, they were the best
I had. ``1 '11 sit in the back," I offered . And
there I laid comfortably back on one el-
bow ready to slump below the window
line at the whistle of the first bullet.

At  every  checlapoint  they  looked  at
our  number  plate,  saw  the  hats  and
kippot, and waved us rapidly through. In
between,themarksmenhadtakenanight
off. We might have been on the A 43 to
Northampton, where you do not expect a
puncture  either.

#

0NE    OF    MY    HAPPIEST
moments  in recent weeks  was
spent poring over the Shulchan

Anich, the basic source of Jewish canon
law.  I was  checking  synagogue  law  in
preparation for a fomal ruling on the dis-
posal of a long disused shool. It was sheer
bliss  because  one  of my  life's  many
might-have-beens is the fact that I am a
lawyer manqu6. I read law books as kids
devour Harry Potter.  Secondly because
there it was again, in black and white and
mediaeval Hebrew - all synagogues must
be built on the highest spot in town or
village, as Durham Cathedral is perched
on the top of that famous castle hill, and
Westminster Abbey is not.

Which means that every frumm shool
and  shtiebel  on  and  off the  Golders
Green Road is in breach of halachah .

RABBI  WILLIAM  WOLFF  is  ffee  regz.o#c!/
rabbi    in    Nortl.    East    Germany.    He    has
previously        served        congregations        in
Wimbledon,  Brighton,  Reading,  Milton  Keynes
and  Newcastle  upon  Tyne.  He  trained  at  Leo
Baeck  College,  and  started  in  the  rabbinate  as
an  assistant  to  the  late  Rabbi  Hugo  Gryn  at
the   West  London   Synagogue.
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THE  STERNBERG  CENTRE  FOR  JUDAISM

AN  OPEN  DOOR TO JEWISH  LIFE

The Sternberg  Centre for Judaism,  situated  at 80  East  End  Poad,  Finchley,  at the  heart of  London's
Jewish community, is the largest Jewish religious, educational and cultural centre in Europe.

It is the home of Britain's Peform Movement, the Leo Baeck College, Akiva School and the New North
London  Masorti Synagogue.  It also provides many amenities including a Library,  Bookshop,  Cafeteria,
Biblical Garden and extensive grounds.

Many programmes at the Sternberg Centre are open to the general public. Below is a selection for the
spring and early summer. The Sternberg Centre is an open door to Jewish life and extends to you the
warmest of welcomes.

REFOF]M  JUDAISM
GO FORTH : A TEXTUAL JOURNEY
October 9th 2002 - April  2nd 2003
There will  be thirteen  fortnightly sessions  on
Wednesday evenings  at the  Sternberg  Centre.
Living Judaism  leads  us forward, just as  God  called
to Avram, to new and  unknown destinations. Join  us
on a very special journey through Jewish texts.
Ftabbi Tony  Bayfield  assisted  by friends,
will  be  our teacher and  guide.
This journey is for you to explore  inspiring texts with
an  inspirational  teacher.
Telephone  020  8349  5678

LEO BAECK COLLEGE
CENTF]E FOR JEWISH  EDUCATION
THE SHluR
Autumn  Semester 2002/Spring  Semester 2003
Tuesdays  11.15am-12.45pm
Septemer 24th -December  17th 2002
January  21S` January  28th  2003
THEMES FFIOM THE BOOK OF LEVITICUS
Study the torah with the finest teachers
and  students. Telephone  020 8349  5600

LEO BAECK COLLEGE
CENTRE  FOF] JEWISH  EDUCATION
COMMUNITY OF  LEAPINEF}S  PF}OGPAMME
Adult Jewish  learning targeted to the needs of our
time. The programme responds to a secular Britain
at the beginning  of the 21st Century,  using the
expertise of  rabbis and  educators.
Telephone  020  8349  5628

JEWISH  MUSEUM
FAMILYHISTORYWORKSHOP
Workshop  arranged  by the
Jewish  Genealogical  Society.
This is an opportunity to find out how to
research  your family  roots.
September  lst  November  17`h January  12th  2003
Sundays 4pm - 6pm
Telephone  020  83491143
E.mail:enquiries   @jewishmuseum.org.uk

I.i_i-¥+5iiJ¥=ig:-:¥i
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LEO BAECK COLLEGE
CENTRE FOR JEWISH  EDUCATloN
Thursday  19th  December  2002
KAUFMAN  MEMOF`IAL  LECTUPE
Given  by:  Sir  Martin  Gilbert
Telephone:  020  8349  5600

JEWISH  MUSEUM  EXHIBITION(S)
Until  the  end  of  December 2002
A STEP  UP THE  LADDEF]:
THE JEWS OF HACKNEY
Hackney's  Jewish  Community  1920-1950

AM I Mv BROTHERS KEEPEFr?
RESCUE IN THE HOLOCAUST
January - May 2003
This  exhibition  will  focus  on  the stories  of
particular  individuals  and  such  issues  as  why
some  people were  brave  enough to  risk their
own  lives to  rescue others.
E.mail:enquiries@jewishmuseum.org.uk
Telephone:  020  83491143

STERNBERG  CENTFIE  EXHIBITION(S)
October 3rd - end  December 2002
`WAX WORKS' An  exhibition  of contemporary

Batiks  by ANNIE  PHILLIPS
January  12th -February  28th  2003
AF3T  Exhibition  by:
New  North  London  Synagogue  Members
Telephone  020  8349  5700

ART  COURSES
Ten-week  daytime  courses  with  Zev  F}obinson
September  24th -December  17th  2002
New term starts January 7th 2003
Tuesdays  9.30am  -12.30pm
and  1.30pm -4.30pm
Telephone  020  8349  5646

WATERCOLOUR CLASS
Ten  week evening  course with  Linda  Gervertz
September  18th  -November  20th  2002
New term starts January 8th 2003
Wednesdays  7.30pm  -10.00pm
Telephone  020  8349  5646
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